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Chairman Mao Tse-tung
The great teacher, great leader, great supreme corrmander antl great helmsrnan of the Chinese peoBle
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The Sun lig ht of Mso Tse-tung's Thoueht
Illuminstes Pekins

I

I
I

HE Chinese people greet the 17th the streets. The Red Guards broadanniversary of the founding of cast over loudspeakers our most
the People's Repubiic of China on respected and beloved leader ChairOctober 1 at a time when the great man Mao's teachings, such as: "The
proletarian cultural revolution is in core of our strength, which leads us
high tide.
in our cause, is the Communist Party
Since our great leader Chairman of China. The theoretical basis rvhich
NIao personally lit the fiames of the guides our thinking is Marxismgreat proletarian cultural revoluiion. Leninism."
A Red Guard from the Institute of
the revolutionary masses in Peking
have se.t about promoting tr{ao Tse- Petroleum in Szechuan Province
tu.ng's thought in a big rvay rrhiie saiC on his arrival in Peking: "As
vigorously srveeping arvay the muck socn as I set foot in Peking, I feel
and filth left over from the old the strong love for Chairman LIao
vrorld and eliminating bourgeois and Mao Tse-tung's thought everyideology. It has become a conscious lvhere. This gives us the warrn
act for r evoluticlnarT- people to study, feeling that we have come to Chairapply, propagandize and defend Mao man Mao's side!"
Wherever they go, revolutionary
Tse-tung's thought. The sunlight of
the great thought of N{ao Tse-tung teachers and students from other
has illuminated the whole city of parts of the country hear revolutionary youths read aloud or recite
Fekir-rg!
The Red Guards of the Changteh quotations from Chairman Mao.
Agricultural School in Hunan Prov- 'Ihe;r sav: "Our great leader Chai.rince put up a big-character'poster in man Mao himself received us. Thls
the Peking Railway Station before is our greatest happiness in our presthey left the capital. It reads: "While ent visit to the capital. The greatest
in Peking, we saw with our own eyes benefit rve have derived from our
that the city is becoming a great visit is that we have further
school of iVlao Tse-tung's thought. heightened our ccnsciousness in
On the streets or in the lanes. in the creatively studying and applying
buses or on the pavements, in shops Chairman Mao's s,orks.
"The Red Guards of Peking greet
or in schools, in fact everywhere we
could see quotations from Chairman us and bid us fareq,ell rvith ChairMao and we had the opportunity of man Mao's instruciions, We must
grasping Mao Tse-tung's thought at learn from them, study and apply
all times. . . ." This poster has aptly Chairman Mao's works u'ell and
expressed the common impression of carry the great proletarian culturral
revolutionary teachers and students revolution through to complete vicwho have come to Peking from aI1 tory!"
parts of the country.
Red Propcgcndists
First lmpression
Tien An Men Square overflorvs
When trains from all over the these days with people u'ho flock
country pull into the station, the there in an endless stream. Some
first things that meet the eyes of pose for photographs in front of the
revolutionary teachers and students huge portrait of the great leader
are the huge red streamers inscribed Chairman Mao on the red-walled
with the w-ords "Long live our great gate, while others gather in groups
leader Chairman Mao!" and many in the middle of the sqlrare, or
quotations from Chairman Mao writ- beneath the trees, to discuss their
ten on the walls or on boards along experience and what they have
,
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learnt in the great cultural revolution. Here, many revolutionary teachers and students have seen a small

exhibition of photos

propagating

Mao Tse-tung's thought and Chairman Mao's great revolutionary praetice. Through these photos, they
have shared the happiness of the
revolutionary people lvho werre recei,,,ed by the great ieader Chairman
I\{ao and have seen for themsehres
the great might of ldao Tse-tung's
thought.

The exhibition r..-as jointll' put up
by ihe revolutionarl' teachers and
students of several Peking midd.le
schools. They have learnt in their
struggle that, in order to carry on
the great proletarian cr,rltural revolu-

tion well, the most basic thing is to

be armed rvith Mao

Tse-tung's

thought and be propagandists of L4ao
Tse-tung's thought. Thev hai'e crganrzed propaganda teams and rnacie
use of broadcasts. singing and other

forms to spread Mao

Tse-tung's

thought.

Enormous changes have taken
place on what formerlv u,as called
Wangfuching Street, a well-knorvn
commercial section of Peking. It is
not merely a revolutionary change in
the name of the street and in the
names of the shops. A more important change is the fact that the
shops now not only serve the people
but have become places for propagandizing Mao Tse-tu.ng's thought.
Whichever shop you enter. you see at
once a portrait of our respected and
beloved leader Chairman NIao smiling kindiy and quotations frorn
Chairman Mao, everS' r..-ord of lvhich
imparts boundiess strength to the
people.

Jung Pao Chai, the art shoP seiling
Chinese paintings and calligraphy,
had sold quite a large number of
poisonous rvorks of art when it was
under the control of the anti-Party
and anti-socialist gang known as the

"Three-Family Village." Workers,

and soldiers and rei'olutionary teachers and students seldom
ivent there at that time. Norv, the
Red Guards and revolutioriary teachers and students go to Jung Pao Chai

peasants

to buy Chainnan Mao's poems,
Qi,"otations lrom Chairntan Mao

Tse-tu-ng, and Chairman Mao's portraits and photographs.

Clossroom for Teoching Mco
Tse-tung's Thought

it his highest for their unrernitl.ing struggles and
duty to propagandize Mao Tse-tung's great successes in safeguarding their
thought. Wlth the steady deepening national independence and developof the great proletarian cultulal rev- ing their national economy and €ulolution, it is certain that more and ture. He said that the Chinese people
more people will creatively str-rdy regarded the achievements of the
and apply Chairman Mao's writings Malian peopie as their own.
Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien went
in a still rrrore conscious rn,ay and
join the ranks of people propagating on to say that the Chinese people,
Mao Tse-tung's thought. The changes under the personal leadership of
now taking place in Peking have Chairman Mao Tse-tung, had
made it clear to everyone that the launched a vigorous and unprecewhole country r,l'ill certainly become dented great pl'oletarian cultural
a great school of Mao Tse-tung's revolution. He said that the situation
with regard to this revolution was
thought.

scioLrsness considers

Peking Library has set aside a
and u,ell-lighted hall for
Chairman Mao's works in Chinese
and foreign la.ngi-rages. In addition,
itrioli's Notionot Doy
thcl e are pamphlcts on experiences
in sturiying Chairman Mao's lvritings
Malian Ambassador to China Guisar-ld other material that are of help se Tidiani gave a reception on
in this study. This is Peking September 22 to celebrate the sixth
Library's new reading-room where anniversary of thc founding o[ the
Ia.rge numbers of r,l,orkers, peasants, Republic of Mali. Among those who
soidiers and Red Guards from the attended \r,ere Tung Pi-wu, Vicegreat cultri-ral revo.lution - front go Chairman of the Feople's Rr'pubtic oI
every day to study Chairman Mao's China, and Vice-Premier Li Hsienwritings.
nien. Ambassadot' Guisse Tidiani
The opening in Peking Library of and \-iee-Pren.iier Li Hsien-nien
a reading-room specialJ.l' for Chair- spoke aI the reception.
man Mao's tvorks is a .i'ictcrl' for the
Referring to the situation in Africa,
great proletarian cultural revolution. Ambassador Guisse fidiani conAlthough this is the nation's biggest demned the overt interference by
.library, and.has a long history, rione imperialism against the African peoof its many reading-rooms was set ples. He pointed out that some pupaside for the study of Chairman pet governments in Africa were
Mao's works except for a brief working servilely for the benefit of
period of one such room in 1958. But imperialism.
the room was rearranged fcr the
The An-rbassador warmly congratstudy of ancient books on the orders ulated the Chinese people r.vho, Ied
of ihe counter-revolulionary revi- by the Chinese Cornmunist Party
sionists of the former Peking Muni- and Chairman 1\{ao Tse-tung, had
cipal Party Cornmittee and their built Ci-rina into a, great, povrerful
accomplices. After the great cultural countr'-v. He said that the people and
revolution rvas launched, the revolu- Governrneni of Ntali supported the
tionary rvorkers in Peking Library just struggle ol the Cl.rinese pr.ople
went into action and set aside a new for the ii'ceration of Taiwan.
readiirg-room four times as large as
The Ambasse,dor hailed. ihe rapid
the oid one for the study of Chair- developn:elii of friendly co-oper-ation
man Mao's works. In response to between \IaIi and China. He aiso
the demand of the re-.,olutionary expresseri suppor t f or t}le heroic
masses, they are now actively pre- Vietnamese pecple, vietin.rs of imparing a special room to facilitate the perialist intervr.ntion and aggression.
exchange of experiences on the crea- He said that the Vietnamese people's
tive study and appiication of Chair- struggle had tvon widespreacl supman Mao's writings among the work- port because it \vas a just one and
ers, peasants, soldiels, revolutionary because it was ciosely linked with
teachers and students and revolu- the revolutionary struggie of the
tionary cadres.
world's people and $,ith t1-ie cause of
The study of Chairman Mao's national iiberation, socialism and
works is the first must in l}-re iives of peace.
levol.utionary pecple. Every revoluVice-Premier Li I-isien-nien, in his
tionary fighter with a socialist con- speech, praised the Mal.ian people
spacious

o

becoming increasingly favourable
ahd hundreds of millions of people
had further armed themselves with
Mao Tse-tung's thought. The Chinese
people were transforming this great

.spiritual force into a great material
force to achieve greater, faster', better and more economical resuits in
all fields of rvork. Taking firm hoid
of the r"evolution s-hile promoting
production. the masses of r.",orkers
and peasants were at present giving
a powerful impetus to China's socialist revolution and socialist construction which were advancing in big
strides. Unified by Mao Tse-tung's
thought, China woul.d become an impregnable state o[ the people.
The Vice-Prernier added: "The
revolutionary people of the whole
world are eiated and inspired by the
great proletarian cultural revolution
in China. The imperialists, modern
revisionists and reactionaries of all
countries, howeve.r, are mortally
afraid of it and are directing
shameiess attacks and slanders
against tts. But their outcries cannot
do us the slightest harm; they only
prove that we hal,e done rvell and
done the right thing in carying on
tl-re great proletarian cultural revoluticn. We wiil certainly hoid high the
great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's
thoughi and carry this revolution
through to the end."
Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien said
that there rvas a traditional militant
friendship betr,veen the Chinese and
Malian peoples. He stressed that the
Chinese people firmly supported the

Malian people in their

struggle

against imperialism and new and old
colonialisrn, and for defending their

national independence an,C clevelop-

ing their national

economy.
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A Gluotation Frorn Chairnnan Mao Tse-tung
It

is man's social being that deterrnines his thinking. Once the correct ideas
characteristic of the advanced class are grasped by the masses, these ideas turn into
a material force which changes society and changes the world.

-

"Where Do Conect ldeas Come From?',

llluminated by Mao Tse-tung's Thoyght

A New All-Round Lesp Forword
Situotion Emerges
I

LL over China. the mass movement to study and ap-

' I ply Chairman IIao Tse-tung's rvorks creati.;el1' and
the unparalleled great proletarian cultural revoiution
are rushing fonvard triumphantly. Both have greatl;speeded

up the people's ideological revolutionization

and further released the forces of production and
mobiiized the people's enthusiasm and initiative, thus
creating new and favourable conditions for a big
development in industry and agriculture. The great
spiritual force that is Mao Tse-tung's thought is being
transformed into a great material force.
1966 is the first year of China's Third Five-Year
PIan for the Development of the National Economy.
Guided by Mao Tse-tung's thought, the people of the
whole country are implementing the Party's geneial
line for building socialism and taking firm hold of the
revolution to promote production. They are channelling their tremendous revolutionary drive gerierated
in the great cultural revolution into industrial and
agricultural production and scientific experiment, with
the result that every kind of work is being done in a
rvay that brings greater, faster, better and more economical results and a new all-round leap forward is
emerging in production and construction.
SiiuEtion in lndustry !s Excellent

On the industrial front, the broad masses of the
workers and staff are taking Taching as their example
September 34,
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and running socialist enterprises in acco:iance s,-ith
Mao Tse-tung's thought. Thel- are puttlng ocliCcs in
command over production. stressing the ideological
revolutionization of man. thus giring impetus to the
big lean forsard in production. Output has been
greatly incr.eased, the range of goods considerably extended and quality markedly improved. In the iron
and steel industry, for example, the output ol steel,
forgings and rolled stock, pig iron and coke in the first
eight months of this year rose by 20 per cent or more
as compared with the same period last year. More
than 500 types of new steels and forgings and rolled
stock were successfully developed, a figure surpassing
the level of any previous eight-month period since the
founding of the Chinese People's Republic. Compared
with 1965, a greater proportion of the steel, forgings and
roiled stock and pig iron made was up to standard,
and average coke consumption in smelting each tcn of
iron was cut by 31 kgs. a new record in China's
history. In the petroleum- industry, state targets for
crude oil and major petroleum products, such as gasoline, kerosene, diesel oil and lubricants in the first hatf
of this year were all overfulfilled and big increases
were registered over those of the same period last
year. In the first eight months of 1966 the state targets
for major textile products, including cotton, woollen,
silk, bast and chemical fibres and textile machiner;r,
were overfulfill.ed. There was a fairly large increase
in output, quaiity was steadily improved and costs

lowered. Cotton yarn output rose by 18 per cent to
set a new post-liberation record.
At present, the news from the industrial front continues to be good. In Shanghai, China's biggest industrial centre, the revolutionary spirit of the u,orkers
and staff members is unprecedentedly high. On the
wings of their tremendous achievements in the filst
half of this year, they continued to forge ahead in JuIy
and August. Production in the metallurgical, chemical
and textile industries is ordinarily easily affected by
high temperature in the hot months. This year, however, workers and staff members in these industries
overcame a rare and protracted period of high temperature. broke the past pattern and, instead of produc-

ing less, kept output stable and even made a slight
for the dbvelopment of the national economy which have showed
fairly big increases in output as compared with the
same period Iast year include: new types of metal materials, high pol-vmer synthetic materials, instruments
and meters used in automation, transistors, optical
instruments, low-temperature equipment, precision
machine tools, tractors, motor vehicles, chemical fertilizers, insecticides and syntheti.c fibres. The quality
of the city's major industrial products has remained
stable and has improved in some cases. A number of
important nsu, products up to modern advanced levels
increase. Products of major importance

have been successfully deseloped.
Moo Tse-tung's Thought ls the Locomotive Leoding
The Advonce of the Working Closs
The great thought of Mao Tse-tung is the locomotive leading the Shanghai working class in its vigorous advance on both the spiritual and the material
fronts. In the great cultural revolution, the workers
and staff members, relying on Mao Tse-tung's thought,
have charged to the very forefront, and have conquered
one heig'ht of science and technology after another. In
the workshops of every factory, on the rlachines, and
in all places of activity and struggle, the workers have
put up posters inscribed with quotations from Chairman Mao. They constantly draw infinite strength from
Chairman Mao's teachings in everything they do.

The achievements of many factories and plants
testify to the fact that, once those people in authority
in the Party who are taking the capitalist road are
exposed and discredited, once the reactionary bourgeois
"specialists" and "authorities" are thoroughly criticized
and the many spiritual fetters of the old u,orld are
shaken off, the infinitely rich creative wisdom and
talent of the masses of workers and staff members will
be reieased to the greatest extent. In the last few
months, the workers and staff members have swiftly
developed many important new products. These inelude high, and low temperature resistant new-type
plastics for making high-speed machine parts and highgrade insulators, new-type high-grade transistors, small

jig-boring machines with a boring accuracy of up to
three microns, big gear grinders capable of processing
8

precision gears of 1.6 metres in diameter, and a continuous vacuum film-coating unit.
A cause for special rejoicing is that large numbers
of formerly unknown young people have come to the
fore on Shanghai's industrial front and demonstrated
remarkable ingenuity. They are courageous pathbreakers in the great cultural revolution as well as
fearless fighters in the struggle for production. Thirtyodd young workers and technicians of the Huguang
Scientific Instn-iments Plant, whose average age is less
than 25, together with other workers and staff members in the plant, rvrote big-character posters and joined
in the big debates against the plant's bourgeois
"authorities" until the latter had been completely exposed and discredited and tl.re various manifestations
of the mentality of fawning on everything foreign had
been thoroughly repudiated. They carried out scientific research in accordance rvith Chairman Mao's great
teaching that the humble are the wisest and the haughty
are the most stupid. After six months of hard 'uvork,
they were able to make for the first tirne from matc'rials
produced entirely in China two important pr-ecision
measuring instruments
high-precisior standard
- a
condenser and a high-precision alternating cur-r'ent resistance box. so that. in one giant step. the levcl of
these ts'o t1'pes of products jumped from the 1940s
into the 1960s.
Breoking Down Foreign Conventions ond Following

Chino's Own Rood of lndustriol Development
I{olding high the great red banner of Mao Tsetr-rng's thought and steadfastly following Chairman
Mao's brilliant policy decision on breaking dor.r,n foreign
conventions and following Cllina's own road of industrial development, workers and staff rrrembers of
the Lanchow Oil Refinery have, in a few short years,

transformed their enterprise, which was originaily
built according to foreign design, into a large Chinesetype oil refinery employing advanced technology.
Whereas the enterprise could only process one type of
crude oil and produce 16 types of ordinary petroleum
products before, it can now process three different types
of crude oil simultaneously and turn out over 100
petroleum products, including many high-grade ones.
The quaiity of many of its major products has reached
or surpassed advanced international standards. The
variety and output of the refinery's products have also

it has manufactured a whole
of new products for the country.
The following example demonstrates how, once

increased year by year and

range

they have grasped Mao Tse-tung's thought, the workers and staff nrembers become invincible. The Lanchow
refinery twice had experimented, and failed, to make
a type of high-grade oil urgently needed by the country
but which the Soviet revisionist clique had tried its
best to keep China from getting. Foreign technical
"authorities" had declared that "this high-grade oil
cannot be produced from Chinese crude oil." Faced
Peking Reuieus, No.
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with difficulty, the workers studied the relevant works
of Chairman Mao and realized that the conclusion
drawn by these foreign "authorities" is not at all sacred
and inviolable. Chairman Mao has said: "The history
of human knowledge tells us that the truth of many
theories is incomplete and that this incompleteness is
remedied through the test of practice. Many theories
are erroneous and it is through the test of practice that
their errors are corrected." Acting in accordance with
Chairman Mao's teaching, the workers and staff members were determined to break down all old conventions and restrictions. They were finally able to produce this type of high-grade oil, whose properties,
rvhen tested, proved superior to those of the imported
product.

Doring to Think, Act ond Scole the Summits in
Science ond Technology
The workers ar-rd staff members of the famous Taching Oilfield, whose revolutionary spirit has mounted
ever higher in the great cultural revolution, have scored
one new and greater victory after another. Using Mao
Tse-tung's thought as the guide to all their actions, and
developing the spirit of daring to break through the
"barriers" and storm the "fortress," two oil drilling
crew, Nos. 1202 and 1205, both broke the 60,000-metre
mark in seven months and 21 days. This feat, accomplished on September 11 and 12 respectively, far surpassed the best Soviet record of 40,816 metres made
known last year, which took I.B. Poiyakovski's drilling crew all of 1965 to do. The average monthly drilling of the trvo Taching crew was 7,850 metres, the
best level ever reached anyu,here in the world. The
rvorkers and staff members of these two teams said
that it was by relying on the invincible thought of Mao
Tse-tung that they had overcome all enemies, surmounted all difficulties and seized every victory.

New Experience Goined in Copitol Construction

An all-round leap forward situation has also emfront. A constant rise

erged on the capital construction

in the level of political

consciousness and a soaring enthusiasm in construction has taken place among the
workers and staff members in the field of capital construction during the great proletarian cultural revolution. Their fulfilment of the capital construction investment plan between January and August has me.ant an
18 per cent increase over the same period in 1965. The
big and medium-sized construction projects that have
been wholly or partially completed and put into operation have increased considerably over the same period
last year. Productive capacity for turning out electric
power, coa1, cement, sugar and other industrial products has increased by a wide margin; newly added

power generating capacity and coal-mining capacity have
doubled or risen even more in comparison with the
same period in 1965. The progress made in these con-

struction projects, particularly mine construction, has
been tremendously accelerated.
September 30, 1966

Even more important, by raising high the great red
banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought and taking the Taching Oilfield as their example, the workers and staff
members have gained new experience in carrl-ing out
industrial and agricultural producLion and construction
with greater, faster, better and more economical results.
Many construction units and newly built factories have,
on a trial basis, integrated factories with communes,
with the former guiding the latter, along with the simultaneous development of industry and agriculture. They
have not only vigorously supported neighbouring communes and production brigades with respect to production techniques, culture and health, they have first of
aII, helped the peasants in the political field: helping
them to conduct the socialist education movement, hellF
ing them to study Chairman Mao's works, and propagating the Party's principles and policies and the spirit of
the Tachai brigade among them, thereblz raising the
peasants' level of political consciousness. promoting the
development of agricultural production and bringing

into play their initiative to take part in construction.
The peasants in turn Karml;- support the construction
of faciories b1r sending them peasant-*'ot'kers and

skilled artisans. doing transport rsork and making bricks
and tiles for them. supplying them with vegetables and
other nonstaple foodstuffs and guaranteeing safety at
work-sites. All this has greatly boosted industt'ial construction.

New Victories on the Agriculturq! Front
On the agricultural front. along r,r,ith the developin depth of the socialist education movement, the
rural people's communes have been further consolidated
and developed. By vigorously giving prominence to
poiitics, creatively studying and applying Chairman
IVIao's u'orks. emulating and overtaking the Tachai
brigade and displaying a fearless spirit, the broad masses
of cadres and commune members in the rut'al areas
have carried out heroic and stubborn struggles against
natural calamities and have thus gathered in good harvests for four successive years. Summer crops, such as
wheat and early rice, have been greatly increased over
vast areas in many places this year. Late rice and certain other grain crops in the south are grorving very
well and a good harvest is in sight. The elated masses
of commune members in the north harze begun .harvestirrg rnaize, millet, sorghum and other autumn crops.
Both in the southern and northern cotton regions, the
cotton plants are bearing well. It is a gratifying sight'
A bumper autumn harvest this -vear is now certain.
There also have been big advances in forestry, animal
husbandry, side-occupations. fisheries and other undertakings as well as in the building of rural water conservancy projects, and mechantzalion and electrification
in the rulal areas. Outstanding units of the Tachai
type, iir the spirit of self-reliance. hard work and battling the elements and changing backward features,
harre come to the fore everywhere,
ment

To gaiher in a good harvesi

is not only an important link
for fulfiiling the plan for industrial and agricultural production this 1-ear, but it rvill

create far-riurable conditions for

the ful.filment of the entire
Ihird Fire-Year Plan (1966-70).
Success in autumn harvesting
so-.'.-ing rvill heip promote a
nes: upsurge in our country's
soci:list agric'.tlture.
This vear the three provinces of Liaoning, Kirin and

t:::::l

and

Heilungkiang in

:i.ji::I:i:l.s :: : : 'n4: li:::
' 1:.q ^qqrhls...,':-

::ii:

i,i

* **,@; 'tmt.

northeast

China raised a bumper harvest,

the fourth in four years. In
most parts of north China's
Hopei Plovince. grain ci'r-rps
ripening in early autumn (rnillet,

maize and sorghum) a1l have
made varying gains over last
year's bumper harvest. Following raised yields of early rice
over large areas, Kiangsu Province in east China is expeciing
a rich halvest of semi-late rice
and maize on most of its farmland. In Hunan Province
along the middie reaches of the Yangtse River, bumper
harvests of both early rice and semi-Iate rice have been
reported. Peasants in Tibet got their eighth consecutive
bumper har-vest following the democratic reform, and ali
crops in Tibet this year show considerable increases
over last year.
The nation's cotton promises a rich crop. Commune
members in Hupeh, the leading cotton producing province in 1965, have held high the great red banner of
Mao Tse-tung's thought and overcome this J;ear's serious
drcught. As a result, cotton plants are grorving quite
weil. In most pa.rts of Kiangsi Province, cotton plants

are generally better than last year. The great rnajority

of cotton plants in the Kuanchu-ng region, the

main

cotton producing area in Shensi Province, are grou'ing
sturdily and there are prospects for a rich harvest.
Results of Creotive Study ond Applicotion of

Moo Tse-tung's Thought
The basic reason for thc excellent situation in
China's countryside must be attributed to the fact that
the broad masses of peasants have creatively studied
and applied Chairman Mao's works and armed their
minds rvith Mao Tse-tung's thought, thereby bringing
about profound changes in their ideological outlook. By
studying Chairman Mao's works, members of the Tachai
brigade have firmly established the idea of farming for
the revolution. They have turned the old Tachai, known
for its poor soil and poverty, into the socialist new
Tachai which has a prosperous collective economy.
Through the study of Chairman Mao's works, members
cf the Huangshandong brigade in Polo County, Kwang10

tung hovince. have dumped their selfish ideas, fostered
the spirit of rvorking for the common interest and
worked heart and soul for the collective. Thus, everyone strives to become a living "Foo1ish Old Man,, (a
Iegendary figure known for his deterrnination to remoye
two huge mountains and mentioned in one of Chairman
Mao's artieles) who dares to transform the face of nature, and a "good comrade" (a term from Chairman
Mao's works) lvho fears no difficulty. Using the revolutionary spirit of forging ahead valiantl;2, they set out
to transform their poor and backward brigade by building extensive urater conservancy tvorks and turning
poor soil into land giving high yields. These measures
succeeded in more than doubling the brigade's rice
output. A wealth of facts from different places proves
that once the peasants are armed with Mao Tse-tung's
thougl"rt, they will be freed from concepts stemming
from private ownership and become rerrolutionized
peasants of a new type who u,ork devotedly for the
common interest and warmly Iove what belongs to the
collective.

Through the study of Chairman Mao's works, commune members in northeast China have come to urnder-

stand that farming for the revolution mtrst have the
revolutionary spirit of being fearless in the face of
difficulties and o[ hard work and self-reliance. They
scored big successes in the drive to build water conservancy lvorks last winter and this past spring. Though
frost came unusually early, timely spring sorving ensured
the ripening of this year's autumn crops (rrrraize, sorghum
and millet) before frost set in.
A big section of Kiangsu Province was hit by a
serious drought this year. In the struggle to overcome
Peking Reuieu, No.
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this natura-l calamity, all affected places gave proininence io politics and crganized the masses to seriously
stud-y Chairman Mao's works, including "The Foolish
Old Man Who Removed the Mountains" and "Cast Arvay
Illusions, Prepare For Struggle," and relevant quotations from Chairmair h{ao's vzorks., This helped the
comlnur-le rnembers to raise their class conseiousness,
heightened their determination to prevail over the
drought and reap a bumper harvest, and ensured the
normal gro.,vth of crops.

Ercelient Situation Also Exists for Autumn Sowing

Rural China has embarked on the busy autumn
scu-ing season. trlolding aloft the great red banner of
Mao Tse-triiig's thought and 1al<ing a firm hold on the
revolution to pl'otrloLe producr.ion, commune mcmbers in the farming areas of the five northern provinces
Honan, Shan'rung, I{opei, Shensi and. Shansi

and Peking
are using high standards as they start- a
pr:oducticn upsurge in the sou,ing of winter rvheat.
These provinces and Peking are the nation's major
winier wheat producir:g area, genelally accounting for
more than 60 per cent of the . sorvn area of this crop.
They all plan to sow wheat on larger areas than they
did last year.
In this major wheat area, the situation for sowing
wheat is b.etter than any previous year. During the
upsurge of the great proletarian cultural revolution,
the masses of rural cadres and commune members make
more ccnscious efforts to study and apply Chair-rnan
Mao's works in a creative rva-y, put Mao Tse-tung,s
thought in ccmmand of the autumn sowing, strive to
complete the task of using high standards in sowing
wheat, and thus ensure victory in both revolution and
producticn.

This year's materiai and technical preparations for
sorvilg u,heat are more adequate than before. First
of all, tremendous gains have been made in learning
from the Tachai briga-de, building water conservancy
works and setting up farmland on the Tachai pattern.
In Shansi irrigated wheat farmland has been extended
from 3.6 miliion mu in the previous season to 6 million
mu, and there are also 4 million mu of newly set up
land of the Tachai type to be so..l.ir for wheat. These
10 miilion fl?u which give guaranteed high yields lay
the foundation for a bumper wl-reat harvest in Shansi
next year. The five provinces and Peking prepared
fairly adequate amounts of ground manure for solving
rvheat, and many places u,ill appiy rnore manure per mu
than ln past, years. Honan also planted a large area of
green manure. Abundant q.Lreat seeds are in stock in
the comrnunes or brigades and the area sown to good
strains will be extended further.

in Urban ond Rurol Morkets
Urb,an and rural markets all over the country are
mole prosperous than ever as a result of the vigorous
advances made in indr,rstrial and farm production,
Prosperous Scenes
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which provicie a strong material basis for the market.
In the first eight rnonths of 1966, the total value of
industrial and agricultural prod.ucts purchased by the
state trading {epartments all over China increased by
12.5 per cent over the corresponding period last y-ear.
The sales of commodities on the market handled by
these departments rose by 10.4 per cent during the
same period. On the basis of sustained increases over
the past felv years, both purchases and sales shorv
fairly large increases this year.

The great majority of major commodities show
large increases in their sales in u::ban and rural
ma-rkets, Saies of commod.i'cies which support agriculiure, such as chemical fertiiizers, semi-mechanized
farm tools and insecticicles, rose by more than 40 per
cent cbn-ipared u.ith the corresponding pericd in 1965.
Sa.tes of dai.Ly necessities. ir-rcl'riding cciton cloth. cotton
knitwear, rubber and plastic shoes. kerosene. edib.le
salt, pork, sugar, vegetabies and other consumer goods
increased betrveen 10 and 30 per cent. The supply of
machine-made thin paper rose b;'- rnore than 20 per
cent to meet the needs of the great proletarian cultural
revolution.

Though the supply of commodities increased by a
large margin, trading department stoeks still continue
to rise. Prices have remained stable and the people's
standard of living has shown further improvement.

The excellent situation in the nation's urban and
rural nrarkets is a result of the big development in
industrial and agriculi.ural production. It is also the
result of the efforts of the 'irorkers and staff members
of the trading departments rvho, following Chairman
Mao's directive that "political rvork is the life-blood of
all economic \york." vigorously give prominence to
politics. creatively study and apply Chairman Mao's
u.orks, and bring about revolutionization of their ideology.

Since the start of the great proletarian iultural
revolution, in co-ordination with the socialist educaiion mo\rement, the commercial workers and staff
members have taken an active part in this unprecedented great cuitural revolution. Vigoror,rsly supporting the Red Guards in various places, they have
set out to destroy the "four oids" (o1d ideas, culture,
cllstoms and habits) and estabiish the "four news" (new
iC-eas, culture, customs and habits) in a big way, and
have changed the existing capitalist methods and working style of management in certain aspects of their work.
This introduced profound changes on the market, showing more clear"ly the character of the sociaiist market
which serves industrial and aglicultural production as
well as the workers, peasants and soldiers'

They have also devoted their high revolufionary

enthusiasm to their work in the purchase, supply, distribution and storing of commodities, and have rapidly
tui'ned this spiritual force into an enormoLls material
force, and thereby achieved greater, faster, better and
more economical results in all their work.
11
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RENMIN RIBAO

Moo Tse-tung's Thought Is the

Soul

Of tlre Revolutioncry FeoBIe
T MPRINT Chairman Mao's instructions in our minds;
I i.,f.r.u them in our blood; express them in our

porary Marxism-Leninisrn for remoulding

actions."

The remoulding of souls is a battle between the
tu,o world outlooks, the proletarian and the bourgeois; it is an immensely arduor-rs ideological revolution. At] kinds of our u'ork. in the last analysis,
can be summed u.p in one sentence: using N{ao Tsetung's thought to remor-r1d man's so'.rl and sweep away
ihe influence of tl'ie icieoirg:es oi the exploiting classes
in people's rninCs. Orce h',:nCreds of millions of peopie grasp this pon-eriui iCeological rveapon of Mao
Tse-tung's thought. thel' rrill be abie to transform
heaven and earth and perform miracles. None of
them are worth a straw neither imperialism nor revisionism, reactionaries, ghosts and monsters, hard-

These rn,ords are filled with revolutionary sentiment for our great leader Chairman Mao and for the
invinci.ble thought of Mao Tse-tung.
This is rvhat the comrades of the No. 32111 Drilling
Team have said and this is what they have done.

A

sudden explosion sent flames roaring sk;z high;
they burnt down a derrick, char:red trees and tul'r:eC

rocks red hot, but they could not destrol- e1:en one
single red heart of the heroes armed slith the thought
of NIao Tse-tung. No order rvas given; Mao Tse-tungis
thought lvas the command. To.a.man, regardless of
themselves, they rushed into the sea of fire. They
dashed to rvhichever place presented the greatest danger; rushed to whichever place was most critical.
When one rnan fell, many more rushed in. They would
rather lose their ail than abandon state property, the
interests of the people. This was how with their lives
and blood they put out the raging fire to r.l,rite this
latest ehapter in the heroic history of the sons and
daughters of China.
They are a collective Huang Chi-kuang. a coilective Chiu Shao-yun, a collective Ouyang Hai, a collective Mai Hsien-teh. They are the concentrated expression of the fusion of the revolutionary qualities of
tl-re '*,orking class with the great thought of Mao
Tse-tung.

Comrade Mao Tse-tung said: Once the correct
ideas characteristic of the advanced class are grasped
by the masses, these ideas turn into a matelial force
which changes society and changes the world. The
heroic action of this drilling team once again proves

this irlefutable truth.

Mao Tse-tung's thought represents the correct
thinking of the proletariat, the most advanced class; it
is the most povn,erful ideclogical v/eapon of the proletariat marching towards communism; it is contem12

people's

souls.

ships and obstacles.

It is certainly no accident that the heroic feat

of

this driiling team should have been performed during
the high tide of the great proletarian cuitural revolution. Like a red signal-flare, it told men: with the
deepening of the great cultural revolution and rvith the
coming of the new upsurge in the creative study and
application of Chairman Mao's works, the Chinese peopie will emerge on the eastern continent as an even
more tor,vering. heroic image of the proletarian revolution.

The people of the whole country should learn from
the heroic No. 32111 Drilling Team. We should do as
the;, have done take the study <lf Chairman Mao's
rvritings as the first need of our lives, master Mao
Tse-tung's thought and make it our souls, make the implementation of Chairman Mao's directives our conscious
action, and regard the interests of the revolution as the
first thing in our lives.
Let us hold high the bright red banner of Mao Tsetung's thought, learn from ideas of heroes, follow the
heroes' path and perform heroic deeds, carry the great
proletarian cultural revolution through to the end, and
strive for new victories in the socialist revolution and
socialist construction.
("Renmin Ribao" editorial, September 26.)
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Moo Tse-tung's Thought in Commond

Of Our Bottle
-The

story

of the heroes'of the No. 32lll Drilling Teom who disployed
revolutionory heroism in their bsttle ogoinst o seo of fire

IARE to scale a mountain of swords and dare to
I-l
5.ar" a sea of raging fire. This describes the

minds, infuse them

heroic mettle of the people of our countrlr

our actions."

in the great
era of Mao Tse-tung.
Workers of the heroic No. 32111 Drilling Team
take the study of Chairman Mao's writings as the first
need of their lives. They master Mao Tse-tung's thought
and make it their souls, make the implementation
of Chairman Mao's directives their conscious action and
regard the interests of the revolution as the first thing in
their lives. With their blood and lives, ttrey have
quenched a blazing sea and safeguarded state property!
"lmprint Choirmon Moo's lnstructions in Our
Minds, Infuse Them in Our Blood, ond
Express Them in Our Actions"
At 1 a.m. on June 22, 1966, the site of the gas well
where the No. 32111 Drilling Team worked seethed with
activity. Comrades of the No. 1 and No. 4 squads who
were on duty were car:rying out a shut-in well pressure
test; their intent eyes were fixed on a well-head, as
great beads of sweat rolled down their cheeks. Should
the test succeed, the instailations at the top of the first
high pressure, high output gas rvell, rvhich they had
drilled on a new geological structure, would soon be
changed and the well would go into operation. Then
these oil lvorkers would lose no time in sending the
good news to their great leader and to the people of
the whole country.
At this moment when all hearts were astir, the
scene in which the workers had received their glorious
task once again flashed through their minds. Early
one morning in February this year, the great leader
Chairman Mao's militant call to the workers and staff
on the oil front to find more oil and natural gas was
passed on to them through their leading organization.
It was already four in the morning. Could relaying
the news be deferred ti1l dawn? No! There should not

be a minute's delay, not even a second ! A1l the workers
and staff immediately gathered for an emergency meeting on the site. Chairman Mao's militant call instantly
stirred everyone's heart, and shouts of "Long live Chairman Mao!" resounded in the starry sky.
It was at this rally which brimmed with confidence
and strength that the oil workers made thejr solernn
pledge to the Party and Chairman Mao:
September 30, 1966

proletorisn

"We'Il imprint Chairman Mao's instructions in our
in our blood, and express them in

"We are Chairman Mao's oil workers who s'ill find
more oil and natural gas for the motherland. Once the
order is given, we'll march forward even to the ends
of the earth, never being rveak-kneed and never frowning."
They began their march over mountains that morning to ttre new well site hundreds of miles as,ay. As
soon as they reached their destination, they flung down
their knapsacks and, putting a1l thoughts of their living
quarters and food out of their minds, started work even
though it was dark. They vowed that they would find
more oil and natural gas field for their motherland. They
said:

"We can die and we can shed our blood. But if
we fail to fulfil the task of finding more oil and gas,
we would rather die on the derrick floor and be buried
in the oilfield!''
Braving the *-inds and living in the v'.ilderiress,
thel' tr-orked day and night, ou@aeing time. Putting
three months' rvork into 30 days, they succeeded in
drilling, at the highest speed and with the best quality,
the first high pressure, high output gas well on a new
geological structure where bourgeois "authorities" had
considered that there was no natural gas at all, thereby
catching a big "gas tiger."
The well was drilled at a time when the great
proletarian cultural revolution was in high tide and
when a new all-round leap forward r,l'as emerging on
all fronts throughout the country. The natural gas
which had slumbered underground for ages has now
been tapped and has become an important rich possession for the motherland and a new force in the country's
socialist construction.
The good tidings soon spread far and wide. Highly
elated, the people passed on the word.
It rvas late at night on June 21. Chang Yung-ching,
the deputy leader of the No. 1 squad who had refused
to leave his work despite illness, once again studied
Chairman Mao's brilliant work "Serve the People" before he went to the well site to take over his shift. On
the top of the page he printed in a clear hand: "Everyone of us revolutionaries should serve the people wholeheartedly as long as he lives." Ttren he changed into
I3

his work-c1othes, put on his aluminium helmet

and

strode to the brightly Ut well site.

After looking at the manometer, he told

the

in a quiet but determined voice; "This is the
first wildcat (exploratory well) drilied on a new geological structule, and we do not have all the information
about the formations. Pressure has risen rapidly tonighL Il'e must remain at our posts and be responsibJ.e
to the Party and the people without any reservation
rvhatever. Our hearts should be like screws fastened
to the well-head. We must stand our ground no matter
*-hat happens!"
comrades

Steel Moy Melt in Fire, but Not the Red Heorts

Of the Oil Workers
As he finished speaking, and they were carrying
out the shut-in well pressure test and getting ready
for the open flow test, an impor-ted seamless pipe on
the side of the welt-head suddenly burst and there -,r,as
an earth-shaking explosion. This was caused by the
pcwerfuJ. onrush of the "gas tiger" and the rapid rise
of the gas pressure due to the weil's extraordinarily
high outp,ut and the extremely high gas pressure so
great that it was nearly double that of the oid gas -well
nearby.

The high pressure gas curtent rvhich rushed out
from the explosion point carried rvith it the rocks and
mud on the ground and srvept through the derrick and
diesel engine shack like tens of thousands of exploding
shells. It smashed lhe explosion-proof brrlb under the
derrick floor and immediately caused a raging fire. So big
rvas the blaze that it could be heard 20 Ii away and
seen from 40 Ii away.
The power{uI gas flame wave fanned out, svr'ept
the well site with the force of a typhoon, and rushed
all the way to a nearby hill and back. It roared sky'*'ard
and on the ground. In no time, there was a sheet of
flame some 50 metres in length and width and 30 metres
high. The 40-metre-high steel derrick was burnt and collapsed in three minutes. The diesel engine melted and
became a shapeless mass of iron. On a hill siope dozens
of metres away, rocks became red hot and trees were
reduced to cinders.
The big natural gas field was threatened w'ith destruction.

Red-hot fire can melt steel and rock but it cannot
burn out the red hearts of the oil workers who are
loyal to Chairman Mao, to Mao Tse-tung's thought, to
the Party and the people.
At this critical point, the comrades working at the
r,vell site, who were faced ."vith the sudden attack
by the blazing inferno, completely disregarded the threat
io their or,l,n safety. No one thought of death. There
was no change of expression and no quickening of the

pulse as they fought the fire. All that was in their
minds was how to put out the fire, save the gas well
and safeguard state property.
This rvas "tJre BattLe of Sangkumryung" on the
lndustrial front.
17.

The deputy leader of No. 1 squad, Chang Yungching, a model Communist and a demobilized P.L.A.
man, rusheC to open the No. 4 valve, in the same way
he headed for the enemy in a bayonet charge he had
on the battlefield.
Nos. 4, 5 and 8 were all safety valves. By opening
these valves and channelling the natural gas away from
the well site, it would be possible to diminish the fire.
But the raging flames generating a simmering heat
Iay in the way to the valves. When Chang Yung-ching
broke through to the explosion point, a powerful gas
flame wave hit him with the impact of a thousand jin.
A huge man, his body was shaken and he was t-lung into
the inferno seven metres away.
A few days earlier, Chang Yung-ching had insisted
on being released from the hospital, although he had
not fully recovered frorn an illness. When the doctor
refused, he said: "Now is the crucial time for us oil
workers to carr;r out Chairman Mao's instruction to
look for gas and oil. Mai Hsien-teh remained in battle
even though he recreived a brain wound. My battle
post is not on this bed but at the well site." Three
days after he came out of the hospital, he gave his life for
the cause of the Party.
Wang Ping, a demobilized P.L.A. man and deputy
chief drilier. savr Chang Yung-ching fall; he dashed
across to the No. 4 valve rvithout hesitation. He had
hardly taken a few steps when he too was hit by the
s'ave of heat and fell by the derrick.
This Communist Youth League member had been
forced by the old society to be separated from his own
flesh and blood until 1964, when with the help of the
government he was reunited with his parents. Full of
Iove for the Party and the deepest hatred for the class
enemies, Wang Ping grabbed the steel leg of the derrick
over the well with all his might and firmly pulled himself up onto his feet. His whole body was enveloped
in flames, but once again he hurled himself over to open
the valve. Bight until the raging flames srvallowed up
his life, he stood upright with his arms stretched forth
as if he was holding out his devoted heart and marching
foru.ard lor ever!
Nineteen-year-old driller lVang Tsu-ming was in
charge of the No. 2 valve. When he took over his shift
he told the squad leader: "The Party can rest assured
thai even if the sky falls I shall be able to stand up to
it. To make revolution one must not be afraid of death;
to fear death one cannot make revolution." This young
hero lived up to his words. In the raging flames he
remained on his feet holding firmly to the hand-wheel
and sacrificed himself by the side of the valve. He rvas
iike a sturdy young fir tree standing on a high mounlain

!

Fierce flames can burn dorvn iron and steel but
they cannot burn up the red hearts of the oil workers.
Such brave warriors as Lo Hua-tai, 'uvhose job was to
operate the manometer; Wu Chung-chi, who was in
charge of the engine house; and Teng Mu-chuan who
had rushed to take over the No. 1 valve, were engulfed
in the angry fJ.ames as they stayed steadfast at their
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Heroes of the No. 32111 Dritling Team, armed with Mao Tse'tung's thought,
dare to scale a rrountain of swords, dare to brave a sea of raging fire

posts to the very end and heroically fought on until
they had giruen their very last measure of blocd for the

Party and the people.
The courageous and self-sacrificing spirit of the
martyrs, their heroic spirit of daring to fight, ciaring
to take on any'r,hing and daring to risk all rvill ai,.r.a)-s
inspire each and every one of our revolutionary fighters
and lvill live in the hearts of hundreds of millions of

for ever!
Comrades of Squad No. 4 who had rushed to save
the well-head were all burnt by the fierce flames. Huang
Cheng-hou was swept into a ditch by a tremendous
gas flame wave. Not far from him was a water'-pipe

people

valve, and he dug his hands into the earth and
dragged himself over to it. Just as he got hold of the
wheel to open the water-pipe valve, his hand became
fused to the red-irot water-pipe valve. Despite excruciating pain, he stuck to

it

and opened

it.

l

Jan Shu-jung, thrown from the sea of fire by a
wave of gas, remembered that his class brother Wu
Chung-chi was still in the engine house and twice
turned and rushed in search of his class brother in the
raging fire. He was seriously injured, but covered
himself with glory.
Deputy commander and ehief engineer Chang
Chung-min, a member of the n-iining area's Communist
Party committee woriring on the site, had all his hair
burnt off, his face and chest rvere also burnt and both
hands nearly burnt to the bone. But he forgot about
his agonizing pain and thought only of : Quickly finding
September 30, 1966

the source of the fire and at the critical momeni betu,een life and death. a Communist could only advance,
not retreat. Once again he staggered and stumbled
into the sea of flames. The comrades from behind
rushed to carry him out. But still, this hero anxiously
shouted: "Don't bother about me! Quick! Quick! Shut

No. 3 valve quickly!"
Flsmes llUere Combot Orders
No. 3 valve was right in the eentre of the sea of
fire. With this valve shut, the source of the gas could
be cut off and the fire put out.
Armed with Mao Tse-tung's thought, comrades of
the No. 32111 Drilling Team de)iberately went, so to
speak, into tiger-infested mountains, knowing there
wouid be tigers, and rushed into the sea of fire. knolving
they would get burnt. When one fell, more charged
forward in his wake.
The explosion awakened ali the comrades in the
living quarters. Grabbing padded quiits and clothes,
gunny sacks and anything that could possibly extinguish
fire. they ran to the well site like a ferocious ti65er
hastening down a mountain to get at its prey. How
they wished they could devour the fire in one mouthful
and instantly smother it u'ith their o'*'n breath.
The waves of gas were roaring and spurts of flarne
were rocketing
these heroes rvrestled rvith the
"','hile
inferno.
The flames u,ere combat orders. People rtlshed to
wherever the danger was the greatest and rvherever
15

thing hung on a single thread. The fire site was turned
into a battle ground, and the sky-rocketing fire was the
enemy. At this moment, everyone felt that Chairman
Mao was by his side and Mao Tse-tung's thought was in
command of the battle.
1*i 1{r'ng-ping, a worker who was recently elected
a depu[r iastructor, was the first to rush into the fire,
with a wet pa.dded quilt covering his head. The moment
he managed to get into it, he, together with the wet
padded quilt, rvas thrown aside by the powerful gas
flarne wave several metres away. Then he and aI1 the
oihers made several successive attempts to charge but
rere swept back by the current.
Seeing that shutting No. 3 valve was impossible,
I.ei Hung-ping, together with the other comrades, turned
to open the No. I safety valve on the right side of the
well site in an attempt to get the natural gas out. But
scarcely had he succeeded in rushing to the front of
the valve when he was choked by the poisohous hydrogen sulfide fumes.
Lei Hung-ping was carried from the fire by chief
driller Chang Chih-chieh. The thing uppermost in his
mind after he regained consciousness was, "What is
most demanded of a cadre is to give the lead at the
crucial moment of life and death. Even if I have one
breath left, I will make the charge."
Lei Hung-ping lost consciousness three times. but
each time he got to his feet again with a strong will and
rushed into the fierce flames. Covered by water gushing
from the hoses, he and several other comrades finally
broke open the No. 8 safety valve.
At the same time, deputy team leaders peng
Chia-chih and Liu Shou-jung, together with comrades
Hu Teh-ping and Hsu Kuang-yi, formed a combat group
on the spur of the moment and went to open the No.
5 safety valve on the left side of the well site.
The fire was too ferocious for them, and their five
attempts all failed. So Peng Chia-chih and Hsu
Kuang-yi, carrying the hoses with them, charged into
the sea of fire to provide a cover for the comrades in
front of them. The burns on their skin caused them
great pain, the hydrogen sulfide made it difficult for
them to get their wind back and the gas flame wave
was so strong that they could not stand upright. But
when they thought of the comrades in front of them
who could not go on for a single second without the
water, they gritted their teeth and carried on the struggle.

Just as they were about to lose consciousness, team
leader Chou Wen-hua and other comrades rushed for_
ward with something to shield them from the flames.
The few precious seconds thus won kept them on their
feet to cover the comrades in front who managed eventually to open the No. 5 safety valve.

While o Mon's Life ls Precious, the Porty,s Couse
ls Even More So
The safety valves on the two sides were forced open,
and some of the gas was let out of the well site. Battling
1$

forward in victory, the courageous fighters concentrated
their forces to launch a general offensive on the No. 3
valve.

The moment a passage was made in the raging sea
seven or eight hoses pouring powerful
water columns on the fire, these brave fighters, their
heads covered with soaked padded quilts or wet gunny
sacks, rushed in.
But the fire had badly spoiled the shape of the
valve. Despite using every ounce of their strength, the
comrades who had succeeded in getting to the burning
hot hand-wheel, failed to turn it. A second group of
comrades dashed to the spot with a couple of large
tongs. Such force was applied that the tongs became
crooked and bent; the wheel turned only twice.
One comrade after another lost consciousness because

of fire by the

of the raging fire, the poisonous gas and the thin air.
The fire was gr-eat, but the wisdom of the workers
armed lvith Mao Tse-tung's thought was even greater;
the fire was towering high, but the determination of
our oil workers towered even higher; the fire was red,
but it paled before the red ideology of the oil workers
who are loyal to Chairman Mao, to Mao Tse-tung's
thought, to the Party and the people. Stubbornly the
comrades fought on; as one feIl, others stepped into the
breach.

Hsu Kuang-yi, a nes, hand rvho had come from a
village onty six months ear-Iier, was felled by the poisonous gas fumes after battling for two minutes. Hu
Teh-ping carried him out on his back. The moment Hsu
came to, he jumped up and again dashed to the fire
site. He seemed to have heard the loving voice
of our great leader: "Young fellow, charge! Be resolute
and unafraid of sacrifice, you will surmount every difficulty to rvin victory."
Hu Teh-ping also fainted at this time. When he
came to and saw that his comrades, one group after
another, were rushing in, he rvas filled with strength.
IIe sprang up and joined his comrades and dashed into
the roaring flames to turn the wheel of the No. 3 vaive.
He thought:
"It is now the moment of putting myself to the test,
the moment the Party needs me most! While a man's
life is precious; the Party's cause is even more so. I
am going to shut this valve as long as I can move. To
stick it out one more second, to turn the valve ouce
mor-e means one more contribution to putting out the
fire!"

Leorn From the Exonnple of Heroes, Follow the
Heroes' Poth qnd Perform Heroic Deeds
The No. 3 valve rvas finally shut dolvn. Gas was
stopped from gushing to the expiosion leak. The fire
over the site slackened.
But inside the well, the pressure continued to rise
swiftly and the well-head was in imminent danger of
exploding. Ignoring their searing burns, the crew members continued to battle. They were reinforced in
their ef for"ts to protect the well-head by seasonal
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workers, members of their own families and members
of people's communes who had hastened to the site from

all over.
Mou Mao-hsiu, a worker's wife, was rushing water
to the fire when zuddenly someone shouted to her:
"Your husband Heng Szu-shu is injured!" She abruptly
recalled what her husband had told her that morning
before going to work: "We're out for the 'gas tiger'
today! If anything should happen, remember to save
the state's property first." Without the state's interests,
she continued in her mind, there can be no personal
interests. She just could not dash off to see her husband
and stayed on to carry water.
A little later, somebody urgently cried out again:
"Mou Mao-hsiu! Mou Mao-hsiu! Hurry up and go to
your husband! He's hurt badly!"
Mou Mao-hsiu's heart throbbed, the water almost
spilt out of the container she was holding. She thought
to herself : Should I go? At this moment, she saw some
of the injured men pick themselves up from the ground
and rush in front of her to the fire. Such heroism
sustained her, and she became calm. "No, I cannot leave
my post. Wherever there is struggle there is sacrifice."
She quickened her steps as she brought water and
barite powder to extinguish the flames.
In the heat of the battle, deputy chief driller Wang
Yu-fa, a Communist Youth League member, grabbed up
a wet cotton-padded quilt, threw himself towards the
raging flames under the floor of the derick and covered the well-head with the quilt. It was immediately
burnt. He tried with another one and it was also burnt
up.

At this crucial moment, his mind was clear: once
the weil-head exploded, the drilling equipment in the
wel1, weighing dozens of tons, would all blow sky-high
and the entire big gas field would be destroyed. More
lives would be lost among the several hundred dass
brothers putting out the fire.
An orphan in the old society, a boy who took care
of ducks for a landlord, Wang Yu-fa, after he started
working, had written in his diary with deep feeling:
"The Party has given me my 1ife. Every cell in my
body belongs to the Party. I can give up everything
all, except the interests of the Party."
In the midst of the scorching flames, he told himself: "Wang Yu-fa, you are the son of a hired farm labourer. You are a child brought up by Chairman Mao.
You can give up your Iife, but you mustn't lose your
revolutionary soul!"
His blood pounding in his veins, he grabbed another
soaked quilt and rushed, stumbling, into the flames.
The large sodden quilt slipped down from the burning
well-head, which was almost as high as Wang himself.
With all his strength, he again put the quilt up. It
slipped again, bringing him down with it.
At that moment, his ears rang with Chairman Mao's
call to be "determined to vanquish all enemies and
never to yield." The noble images of heroes Huang
Chi-kuang and Chiu Shao-yun passed before his eyes.
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He was filled with infinite courage and strength. He
jumped up, wrapped the quilt around himself, and
threw himseU on the burning well-head shouting: "Go
ahead and burn! Go ahead and burn!" He lest consciousness for a second time.
That was how the young man, who learnt heart and
soul from the example of heroes, followed the heroes'
path and performed heroie deeds.
"Comrodes, We Hove Won!"

After a 30-minute life-and-death struggle, the big
fire was finally put out by heroes who had been armed
with Mao Tse-tung's invincible thought and who gave
their own lives and blood and used the collective
bravery and wisdom to protect vital state property. They
had made an imperishable contribution to the Party
and the people.
After the fire, deputy team leader Peng Chia-chih,
walking through the crowds and the smoke-clouded well
site, shouted:
"Comrades of Team 32111 faLl

in!"

Behind the broken derrick, by the side of the burntdown pump room, heroes walked out and lined up in
rows. They looked like a rock on the sea coast, standing
there proudly at the well site. When they thought of
their fallen and injured class brothers, tears welled up.
Yet sadness immediately turned into militant strength.
"Comrades, we have wonl"
"We have beaten the fire!"
The heroic acts of these brave men aprd women who
protected state property give the people boundless pride
and encouragement. The brilliance of their communist
ideas reddens the surrounding high peaks, and brightens

the blue sky overhead!
This is another resounding paean to the victory of
the great thought of Mao Tse-tung.
Once again our oil workers testify by their own
deeds: Fighters nurtured by Mao Tse-tung's thought
possess the greatest and farthest-reaching ideal, and
embody the richest spirit of sacrifice and fighting
power. They are all-conquering in the face of obstacles
and enemies. They can create miracles of any kind in
the world!
The titanic heroic deeds of the No. 32111 Driiling
Team were soon told to all those engaged in oil production and in the surrounding cities and countryside.
Millions of people praised them as Chairman Mao's
good fighters, as the best sons and daughters of the
motherland, as a collective Huang Chi-kuang, a collective Chiu Shao-yun, a collectiye Ouyang Hai, a collective

Mai Hsien-teh.
On the same day after the fire was extinguished,
scores of trucks loaded with personnel, derricks and
instruments sped to the well site in pfoud array, after
rnaking their way over the mountains.
The "gas tiget'' has been suMued. New derricks
have been erected in this place of heroes. Bathed in
the shining rising sun, they stand there to welcome new
victory!

("Renmin Ribao" and, Hsinhua corresponilents)
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Moo Tse-tung's Thought ls the Common
Treosure of the World's
Revolutionory People
l. An Acsount of the Visits of Foreign Friends to Yenan
a mountain torvn in northwest China, is the
YENAN,
r historic centre of the Chinese revolution; it is also

a place revered by revolutionary people throughout
the worid. The ten years Chairman Mao Tse-tung and
the Central Committee of the Chinese Cornmunist
Party spent in Yenan were ten years of briliiant
victories for Mao Tse-tung's thought. With the popularity of the great thought of Mao Tse-tung growing
among the people of the wor1d, the number of foreign
friends who visit Yenan and study Mao Tse-tung's
thought is steadily on the increase. A rough count
shorvs that several thousand people from scores of
cpuntries have visited Yenan since 1962. These visitors
from the five continents saw the record of hgw.under
adverse cirqu4stances Ch€iifrhbri Mao'led'th. Chi.r".e
people from victory to victory, and this made them
more profoundly aware of the greatness of Chairman
Mao and the greatness of Mao Tse-tung's thought. In
warm and sincere language they expressed the glowing
tribute and boundless faith shown by the world's revolutionary people for Chairman Mao and Mao Tse-tung's
thought.

In Yenan they saw the

cave-dwellings where
Chairman Mao lived and the wooden plank bed and
crockery he used. They came to understand that
it was here in extremely difficult conditions that the
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
with Chairman Mao at the head led the Chinese
people in their struggles which fi.ally brought Japanese imperialism and the Kuomintang reactionaries
to their knees. After seeing Yenan the visitors expressed profound admiration for Chairman Mao's wisdom, greatness and correctness. The following are samples of entries some visitors wrote in the Visitors' Book:
"Chairman Mao is the living Lenin," "Chairman Mao
is today the standard-bearer of anti-imperialism and
anti-revisionisrn," 'lQfusirman Mao is the great leader of
the Chinese people, the great leader of the U.S. working class and toiling people and also the great leader,
teacher and standard-bearer of the world's revolution-

ary people."
Foreign friends were greatly impnessed and inspired
by the fact that Chairman Mao did a lot of his theoretical
writingin Yenan, Of the 158 articles in the four volumes
78

of the

of Mao Tse-tung, they learnt,
in Yenan. A Chilean friend said, "In
Yenan Chairman Mao undertook great and arduous
theoretical work for the revolutionary cause of
humanity. His great deed resound.s far and wide in
Latin America." Pointing to a small kerosene lamp
used by Chairman Mao in his cave, a young Bolivian
Selected Works

93 were written

said, "Smal.l though the kerosene lamp is, it sheds its
Vietnamese women's
delegation rvrote that Chairman Mao "is the greatest
genius of Marxism-I-eninism in the present era. He
creatively develops the theory of Marxism-Leninism."

light on the whole world." A

Referring in particular to Chairman Mao's "On Practicet' and "On Contradiction," a Japanese friend said
these two works "have correctly carried forward and
greatly developed Marxist-Leninist philosophy." A
friend from France said that Chairman Mao's woiks
were "a sharp weapon not only for the Chinese people,
which had led them to the victory in their revolution, but
also for the world's revolutionary people in their revolutionary struggle."
Foreign friends have visited the site where Chairman Mao gave an interview to the U.S. journalist Anna

Louise Strong and put forth his famous thesis

"a11

are paper tigers." This was in 1946,
when the Kuomintang reactionaries began to pit their
neactionaries

4.3 miilion troops equipped by U.S. imp'erialism against
the 1.2 million People's Liberation Army in an all-out
offensive against the liberated area. The enemy had a

numerical edge over us, and was strong while we were
weak, but in less than four years the People's Liberation

Army, armed with Mao Tse-tung's thought, thoroughly
smashed the massivg U.S.*equipped Kuomintang army
and 'ur.'on nationwide victory.

Eight Vietnamese friends wrote that Chairman
Mao's thesis strengthened the confidence of the Chinese people in their struggle to defeat the Kuomintang
reactionaries, and it was also "a powerful weapon in the
hands of the world's people in their struggle against
U.S. imperialism, modern rrevisionism and alI reactionaries." They added: "Chairman Mao's strateg[c concept
'despise the enemy strategically and take fu1I account of
him tactically' has served as a guiding principle in the
Vietnamese people's struggle to resist U.S. imperialist agPeki,ng Reui,ew, No. 40

Angola said the splendid achievements

attained under such difficult conditions were a great encouragement and

example to people the world over.
Two Latin American friends described
the revolutionary self-reliant spirit
cultivated by the Chinese Communist
Party and Chairman I/Iao as "the
greatest wealth of the Chinese people as well as the tvorld's oppressed
people." Two friends from Basutoland
said that 'ta['figbters against imperialism and new ard oia colonialism
rnust adopt this policy-"

Foreign friends visiting Yenan
were deeply moved by Chairman
Mao's style of haid rvorking and
keeping close contact with the masses.
Visitors inspected the plot cultivated
by Chairman Mao, saw the photograph

in which he was dressed in patched
clothing, heard a village'head recount
Foreign visitors at the Yenan savs flsslling where
Chairman Mao once liveil

for national salvation." They pledged to
study Chairman Mao's military theories ev<!n more
seriously to hasten their victory.
Exhib,ited in the Yenan Revolutionary Museum are
millet and rifles, to the great delight of visitors from
Asia, Africa and Latin America. Some said the fact
that Chairman Mao had led the Chinese people armed
with millet plus rifles to defeat Japanese imperialism
armed with modern equipment proved the correctness
of his thesis that it is man and not weapons that is the
decisive factor in the outcome of a war. Many visitors asked for a bowl of Yenan millet after the visit
gression and

and said that they would follow ,Chairman Mao's teaching
to use armed revolution to oppose armed counter-

revolution
after their return home.

In the museum are picks, spinning wheels and
other tools used by the revolutionaries at that time.
During the trying days of the War of Resistance Against
Japanese Aggression, the Kuomintang reactionaries
imposed a military and economic blockade on Yenan
to strangle this revolutionary base area where Chairman
Mao and the Party's Central Committee had their headquarters. To crush this enemy plot, Clrairman Mao issued

the great call: "Ample food and dothing through selfrellance." A gigantic production movement ensued with
the people, army and functionaries in the liberated area
using their own hands to open up virgin land, spin yarn,
weave cIoth, manufacture paper and make shoes and
stockings. They succeeded in producing enough food and
clothing.

This slogan of self-reliance and hard struggle had
immense power and was of profound and far-reaching
significancre, said many friends. A young friend from
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how Chairman Mao paid new year's
calls on the villagers, talked with
them and helPed to draw uP Production Plans. "Chairman Mao is a
great leader of the peoptre," they said. Others said,
'lChairman Mao loves the people and the people love
Chairman Mao."

A Japanese friend said, "Chairman Mao is a statesman entirely free from egoism. He has only the liberation of the Chinese people and the world people in his
mind." A Chilean friend said: "The first lesson I learn

Yenan is the fish-and-water relations between a
revolutionary leader and the revolutionary masses' The
greatness of Chairman Mao is to be found in this and
in frir complete devotion to serye China and the world
proletariat."

in

By carrying out Chairman Mao's instruction "further display the revolutionary tradition to win even
greater gIory," the Yenan people have brought about

great changes on their land. This made the visitors realize

more profoundly that the great thought of Mao Tse'
tung ii not only the most powerful weapon for defeating the class enemies but also the most effective weapon
for conquering nature. In many places where the loess
hills were formerly very badly eroded, forests and
terraced. fields have appeared. "9ro grasped by the
masses, Mao Tse-tung's thought becomes a mighty material force," was the conclusion drawn by many
friends. A Japanese friend said: "I have seen for
myself that the Chinese people, led by Chairman Mao,
are in real earnest building their country into a socialist
land. I believe that Mao Tse-tung's thought is a universal truth applicable everywhere throughout the
world."
Eagerness to learn Mao Tse'tung's thought was expressed by many friends' A Brazilian friend said he
was taking back to his countrSr rarhat he had learnt
79

in

Yenan,

to let the flower of revolution

blossorn in

Brazil. A Haitian friend said: "Anyone who wants to
make revolution must take the path indicated by
Chairman Mao and must study his works."

A Japanese friend described Mao Tse-tung's
thought "as tle sun illuminating the path of the oppressed peorple in their struggle against imperialism."
A number of African friends declared that though im-

prisonment awaited anyone

in their country discovered

in
of copies of Mao Tse-tung's rvorks, this
did not deter them from buying more copies of his
possession

works in China. Friends from Albania, which stands in
the forefront of the struggle against modern revisionism, said that hard as he might try to sabotage and
blockade, the enemy would not be able to check Mao
Tse-tung's thought and the Yenan spirit from spreading
among the people throughout the rvorld.

Il. An Account o[ the Visits of Foreign Friends to the
Museum

of the Chinese Revolution

Museum of the Chinese Revolution is housed
THE
r in Peking's Tien An Men Squane, the centre of at-

traction for people the world over. Ttre museum tells
the story of the glorious revolution of the Chinese people over a period of 109 years, with the spotlight
focussed on the history of the anti-imperialist and antifeudal struggle which the Chinese people heroically
and dauntlessly waged under the leadership of the
Chinese Communist Party and Chairman Mao Tse-tung.
Opened to the public in July 1961, the Museum
of the Chinese Revolution has been visited by more
than 25,000 foreign friends from over 1t[0 c,ountries
and regions of the five continents. In particular, many
from Asia, Africa and Latin America have visited the
museum in srder to.acquaint themselves with the revolutionary struggle of the Chinese people and to study
the great thought of Mao Tse*tung and the experience
of the Chinese revolution. Here they saw in the history of the Chinese revolution the realization of their
hopes, and this strengthened their confidence. They
eame to understand that if they wanted to embark on
revolution, they must take the path blazed by the Chinese revolution, the path blazed by'Chairman Mao. They
came to understand that the Chinese revolution owed its

victory to Mao Tsetung's thought and that

Mao
Tse-tung's thought would also shape the victory of the

world revolution. Mao Tse-tung's thought was the
most reliable guarantee for the success of the world
revolution.

Friends from Asian, Afi'ican and Latin American
in their praise of Chairman
Mao. They wrote in the Visitors''Book: "Mao Tse-tung
is a great and wise leader. He is the red sun in our
hearts"; "it is a matter of great happiness for the Chinese people and for the people throughout the world
that the East has brought forth a Mao Tse-tung"; "the
rays of Mao Tse-tung's thought light the path to liberation for the oppressed peoples.'
' One Congolese f,riend who reached China after a
Iong journey fraught with difficulty and danger made
his way straight to the museum immediately upon his
arrival in Peking. He said after the visit: "We African
people all have the deepest admiration for Chailman
Mao and make a serious study of his works. 'Chairman
Mao is the beacon light for the people of Asia, Africa

countr"ies were unqualified
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and Latin America.. If we don't follow Chai'rman Mao's
teachings, we won't be able to win in the revolution.
Chairman Mao is our symbol of victory." A woman

guest from Chile said: "People in my country are not
asleep, but what they lack is a Mao Tse-tung! Once we
master the thought of Mao Tse-tung, we are sure of final
success."

The visitors were inspired by the great thought of
Mao Tse-tung and moved by his simple way of living.
Many eyes u,ere tearful on seeing the photograph of
Chairman Mao in an old pair of patched trousers ad-

a gmup of cadres in front of a Yenan cave
in 1942. The head of a scientific delegation
from the United Arab Republic commented: "This is
how genuine leaders ought to 1ive. Leaders like this
are rare in the wo,rld!" A French tourist said: "Chairman Mao is a wonderfu-I man! He always completely
dressing.

dwelling

identifies himself with the people." A visitor from Burma
wrote: "l greatly admire Chairman Mao who, proceed-

ing from reality, knows about the practical, everyday
life of the workers and peasants and so makes contributions to genuine liberation and freedom." Members
of the Women Social Activists' Delegation from Japan,
inspecting the poetu1y manuscripts written by Chairman
Mao, said: "Chairman Mao is a great poet as well as a
great thinker and statesman." The director of the
Lebanon paper Beirut Al-Masa said: "Mao Tse'tung has
gone through thousands upon thousands of battles. He
is the great leader of the Chinese people as well as of
Lenin and Mao
the people throughout the world.
greatest
20th century.
men
of
the
Tse-tung are the two
It is wonderful that two such great men have emerged

in one century. This has changed the face of

the
world."
The exhibits on display in the museum vividly express the truth that the victory of the Chinese revolution is a victory for Mao Tse-tung's thoqght. Friends
from Asia, Africa and Latin America who are fighting
for national independence and national liberation look
for the truth about revolution here as if they were
hungry and thirsty for it. They b,ring Chairman Mao's
*o.k* along with them and look for the relevant passages as they watk through the exhibition halls studying the exhibits. One visitor from Asia has visited the
museum as much as 26 times. His thick notebook is
Peking Reoi.eu, No.
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filled with comments on Chairman Mao's words and
revolution. In a neat hand he

experience of the Chinese

wrote in the Visitors' Book: "Long live Chairman Mao!,'

An African friend said: "Comrade Mao Tse-tung
has not only guided the ,Chinese revolution, but has
also guided the ,revolution in Africa. Our people love
Mao Tse-tung; his writings enjoy great popularity in
Africa. With the guidance of Mao Tsetung's thought,
the world revolution will achieve earlier victory." A
Zanzlbar guest said: "The words of Chairman Mao are
bright lamps that illuminate the path. I eagerly read
and study every one of his arhicles that is published."
A friend from the Congo (Leopoldville) said: "A11
genuine revolutionaries in our country are hard at work
studying the writings of Chairman Mao. If you have
a volume of his works, you soon find it whisked away
without knowing who the bor:"ower is. It is forbidden
to read ,Chairman Mao's writings in the white dominated area in our country. But so far, this restriction
has {ailed to work."
Many foreign visitors proceed from the practical
revolutionary situation in their respective countries to
prove the correctness and sagacity of Chairman Mao's
statements. Commenting on the article "Analysis of
the Classes in Chinese Society," a Chilean friend said:
"Our revolutions always failed just because we could
not distinguish friends from foes. I have pondered
over this question for more than a year. Today, Mao
Tse-tung has given me a first-rate ideological weapon
for revolution."
A youth leader frorn Zanztbar said: "I very much
Iike these articles written by Chairman Mao
-'Analysis
of the ,Classes in ,Chinese Society,' 'On ,Contradiction'
and 'On the Corirect Handling of Contradictions Among
the People.' I have read them over a dozen times.
Chairman Mao's words are very close to our hearts.
they are expressed in the simplest language and thus
are very easy to understand."
A visitor from Argentina said: "The people of the
world are all looking to Chairman Mao! His works are
the treasury of Marxist-Leninist philosophy. Even the
most poorly educated working people can understand
them, and from these works can find the correct answers
to their problems." Members of a Ceylonese trade union
delegation spent a whole day in the museum. At the
end of the visit, the leader of the delegation said: "Here
we have seen the past revolutionary struggles of the
Chinese people, and also have learned something of the
experience of the Chinese revolution and the thought
of Mao Tse-tung. Now that'we have found the beacon
light of revolutionary struggle, no difficulties will scare
us. Victory will be ours!" A poet from Australia put
his impression this way: "The moment I set my foot
on Chinese soil, I felt tlre greatness of the Chinese
people. Mao Tse-tung's thought shines over the whole
world like a beacon." Many foreign friends said that
the Museum of the Chinese Revolution was a university
for studying Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's
thought. One said: "The important thing for me in
coming to China is not to go sight-seeing at the! Great
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WaIl, but rather to acquire an understanding of the
revolutionary struggle of the Chinese people."
In a b,uoyant mood, a friend from Africa said: "In
this visit to China, and especially through the visit to
the revolutionary museturr, we have gained much revolutionary experience. Ttris is the best present the Chinese people can give us. We will take it home to guide
our revolution and strive for our earlier liberation."
As a guerrilla fighter from Angola stood looking at a
model of the Chingkang Mountains revolutionary base
and the simple guns and mines used during the early
days of the Red Army, he said confidentl-v to the guide:
"I will always bear in mind the truth that 'a single
spark can start a prairie fire.' After returning to my
country, I will go. into the mountains and create our
own Chingkang Mountains. I will come to China again
after the victory of the revolution. If I strould be
killed in the struggle, you must believe that I died for
the truth."
Many foreign fr.iends reJuted the shameful slanders of modern revisionism. A group of young people
from Peru who had been expelled from Lumumba University by the Soviet revisionists strongly denounced
Soviet revisionism for betraying Marxism-Leninism.
One of them said: "Their (the Soviet revisionists)
museum attempts to show that the victory of the October Revolution was gained by 'peaceful transition.' This
is a downright lie." He added: "The museum here is
a revolutionary one, it tells people the truth about the
people's revolution and points out to the oppressed
people and oppressed nations the revolutionary road.
I understand now that revolution must have a firm
and strong leadership: this is ttre motive force of the
revolution. The broad [lasses of the peasants are the
proletariat's main elliss and the fltccess of the revolution can 5s xchieved only through armed struggle."
A Malian friend said: "I'here can be no 'peaeeful
coexistence'between the oppressors and the oppressed.
'Peaceful transition' is also fundamentally impossible."
Many foreign friends copied down in their notebooks in Chinese characters some of the statements
of Chairman Mao, such as "A single spark can start a
prairie fire," "Po1itical power grows out of the barrel
of a gun" and "Imperialism and all reactionaries are
paper tigers." One foreign visitor recapitulated the
basic tactics of guerrilla warfare formulated by Chairman Mao Tse-tung in 16 Chinese characters, namely:
The enemy advances, we retreat; the enemy camps, we
harass; the enemy tires, we attack; the enemy retreats,
we pursue. He said: "We are applying these tactics in
practice. Every word about these tactics is trle. They
have been established at the cost of bIood." A friend
from Guinea said: "The exhibits in the museum are
more precious than any store of valuables."
The red-tasselled spears, knives, home-made guns,
and the models showing the tunnel warfare created by
the Chinese people, have attracted visitors from Asian,
African and Latin American countries. They commented: "It requires daring to struggle and to win,"
and "to see the growth of big and strong forces from
21

r
small and weak beginnings has steadied our confidence

in the revolutionary

struggle."

Greatly encouragd by his visit to the museum, an
African friend said: "What has made the deepbst and
most vivid impression on me is the fact that to make
revolution requires courage, determination and the
spirit of sacrifice. Although we are short of modern
weapons, we can win with these three things. Mao
Tse-tung's saying 'fight, fail, fight again, fail again,
fight again . . . tilt victory' is a source of inspiration
to us" We shall follow Mao Tse-tung's instructions and
strive to win victory."

A visitor from the Congo (L) stated: "That 'political power grows out of the barrel of a gun' is true.
Guns are indispensable in dealing'with imperialism.
Without guns, state power; even if initially established,
will topple sooner or later." Pointing to the arms
captured by the Chinese people from U.S. imperialism
and its stooge Chiang Kai-shek, he added: "Let U.S.
imperialism be our quartermaster too."
A Liberation Army soldier from south Vietnam
was attracted by the saying of Chairman Mao: "Our
strategy is 'pit one against ten' and our'tactics are 'pit
ten against sls'- this is.one of our fundamental principles for gaining mastery over the enemy." And he
recalled how in one battle his comrades had applied
Chairman Mao's strategic principles to defeat the enerry.

A Brazilian friend

said that the sihration

in Bra-

zil was similar to what had etsted in China. Comrade
Mao 1b6-tuirg had creatively developed the theory of
Marxism-Leninism. "We shall integrate Mao Tsetung's thought with the practical revolutionary situation in our country and strive to win victory."

Mqss Understqnding

A number of foreign friends said: "China's today
is our tomorrow."
Many foreign visitors compared the Peking of today with Yenan, describing it as the base for world
revolution. A visitor from Gabon said: "People in
Africa are looking towards Peking. It is a pity that
it is so far away from us. But we are close to it in
our hearts. Africa and ,China are linked together. Our
revolutionary people have this as a new geographical
concept."
Comrades from Albania, fighting in the forefront
of the struggle against modern revisionisrn, commented:
"The Chinese revolution was won after arduous struggles. We shall firmly defend the road of the October
Revolution and the Chinese revolution by fighting
against modern revisionism to the end."

A group of Japanese friends presented badges
bearing the portrait of Mao Tse-tung to staff members
of the museum. They said with emotion: "The
Japanese people ardently admire ,Chairman Mao," and
"May the friendship between Japan and China last for
ever!"
A New
to tell

Zealand rvoman in her eighties promised
people
her
about the great revolution and con-

struction of China and the deeds of Mao Tse-tung. She
said: "We shall for ever stand by the Chinese people."

Great numbers of foreign friends were moved to
the first five-star red flag of
New China which Comrade Mao Tse-tung personally
hoisted over Tien An Men Square in 1949. Delegations
visiting the museum often clapped and cheered, saying:
"The Chinese people have stood up! Long live Mao
Tse-tung!"
see the painting showing

of Mqo Tse-tung's Thought

ls Necessory
-

Stotement by P. Molone, Vice-Choirmon

of the Communist

Porty of Austrolio (Morxist.Leninist!

MALONE, Viee-Chairman of the Communist Party
(Marxist-Leninist), in a recent statement called ,for mass understanding of the thought of
Mao Tse-tung, according to a Melbourne report.

he is loved and respected by the common people of all
the world. His views are day by day confirmed by

in the Vanguard, No. 34, the statement
"In our time, the thought and work of Mao

It went on, "In Australia the stand we took on
the issues in the international communist movement
has been proved correct. We condemned Khrushchov revisionism and the local exponents of it."

o of Australia
Published

said,

Tse-tung is the centre of Marxism-Leninism just as in
their time Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin occupied the
central position. There is no doubt that Mao Tse-tung's
work is the direct continuation of the work of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin. Because he earns the furious hatred of the enemies of the workers and particu-

larly of the U.S. imperiaiists and Soviet
22

revisionists,

events and they guide th'e people
and struggling around those events."

in

understanding

The statement said, "We believe the struggle for
the mass understanding of Marxism-Leninism which
includes the thought of Mao Tse-tung must be intensified."
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Chinq's Culturol Revolution Encoursges
Revolutionqry People of the World
-

Editoriol b,J Rote Fahne, orgon of the Austrion Morxist-Leninists

rF HE latest issue of the fortnightly Rote Fahne
I ("Red Flag"), organ of the Austrian MarxistLeninists, carries an editorial warmly praislng Chjna's
great proletarian cultural revolution and publishes the
full texts of the Communique of the Eleventh Plenary
Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the "Decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
Concerning the Great Proletarian Culturai Revolution."
Rote Fahne in its editorial states that China's
great proletarian cultural revolution marks the entry
of the Chinese socialist revolution into a new and
higher stage.
How to prevent the emergence of revisionism and
the restoration of capitalism in a country where the
people's state power has been established is a very important question which all Marxist-Leninists should
seriously solve both in theory and in practice, the editorial notes. In this respect, it says, "the Chinese
Communists have done extremely great pioneering

AII

work." The

question which China's great proletarian
cultural revolution is solving, it emphasizes, "is not
only a joyous achievement of China itself, but also a
great revolutionary feat conducive to the socialist and
communist movement of the whole world."
It continues, "China's socialist cultural revolution
reinforces our conviction that People's China wiil
never change its .revolutionary red colour!" "The example set by China has filled Marxist-Leninists the
world over and all genuine revolutionaries and Communists with admiration, elation and gratitude. It
encourages and inspires them with confidence to fight
for the communist cause until final victory."
"The intensified U.S. preparations for a war
against China further account for the urgency for a
steadfast, continuous de.velopment of the Chinese revolution. The victory of the Chinese cultural revolution will i.n turn contribute greatly to smashing the
plans and the hopes of the imperialist warmongers,"
the editorial states.

Revolutionories Should Study ond Disseminote
Moo Tse-tung's Thought
-

Article by Espartaco, orgon of the Chileon Revolutionory Communist Porty

entitled "Study Mao Tse-tung's Thought"
I t N article
was published in a recent issue (No. 3) of

-t

Espartaco, organ of the Chiiean Revolutionary Communist Party. The article stressed: "The more the
revisionists betray Marxism-Leninism and fear and
oppose Mao Tse-tung's thought, the more necegsary it
is for the revolutionaries to study Mao Tse-tung's
thought and disseminate it among the working peop1e."

"In China, a great mass movement to give free
play to revolutionary ideas and create a new ideology
and a new consciousness is being unfolded. This is
the movement to study Mao Tse-tung's thought," the
article says.
"The Chinese people's greatest contribution to the
development of revolutionary thought is the Chinese
revolution," because it "was made on the basis of Mao
Tse-tung's thought."
September 30,
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Referring to the tremendous significance of Mao
for the revolutionary people of the
world, the article says: "The study of Mao Tse-tung's
works by the revolutionaries of the world will enable
thern better to comprehend the objective laws of history and arm themselves in the class struggle, the
struggle against imperialism and people's war. The
study of Mao Tse-tung's works will help them to
i.dentify their enernies, to know whom to fight against
Tse-tung's works

and with whom to unite, to rely on the masses
and to depend on their own strength, to unite with
the revolutionary peoples, to combat revisionism, to
despise the enemy and dare to struggle."
The article points out that the movement to study
Mao Tse-tung's works is aimed at giving prominence
to Mao Tse-tung's thought and this "means giving
prominence to politics, to the dictatorship of the pro-

Ietariat, to the class strugglq to the dialectical-material23

ist view of the world. It means placing revolutionary
ideology at the head of the revolution and giving first
place to the great revolutionary ideals and revolutionary morality. Otherwise, the ideas, habits and morality
of the bourgeoisie will take their place and under the
influence of this ideology the revolution cannot be
consolidated, nor can the revolution in other parts of
the world be made and consolidated."
Ihe article points out: "Mao Tse-tung's thought
guided the Chinese revolution to victory, and today
tAe Chinese people are applying it in socialist conskuction and in the struggle against U.S. imperialism.
lte revolutionary peoples of the worLd are united

round Mao Tse-tung's thought because it is the scientific revolutionary theory and the Marxism-Leninism
of the present era. Revolutionary theory is a
precious weapon in the hands of the peoples and an
indispensable instrument for revolutionary action."

The article also cites many vivid exarnples to
illustrate the study and application of Chairman Mao's
works by the broad Chinese masses in a creative way
and shows that the Chinese people's achievements in
all fields are the result of studying Chairman Mao's
works. The article points out: "The movement in
China for studying Mao Tse-tung's works also offers
us an example of how to studY."

The World's Revolutionary People Hail China's
Great Proletarian Cultural Reuolution
great proletarian cultural revolution norv spreadTHE
r ing vigorously throughout China has shaken the

of the statements by China's friends the world over
in acclaiming the gteat Chinese proletarian cultural

whole world. All revolutionary people are elated and
inspired. "It i.s very good!" is how they enthusiastically
hail it in one voice.

revolution.

The people of different countries see the great genius
Tsetung's thought al1 the more clearly from the great cul-

In .a recent interwiew with Hsinhua in Rangoon,
Dr. Sin Po, President of the Burma-China Friendship

of Chairman ![ao and the great brilliance of Mao

tural revolution. Under the brilUant leadership of the
great teacher, the great leader, the great supreme commander and the great helmsman Chairman Mao, the
700 million Chinese people are dauntlessly cleaning up

all the muck and filth left over from the old

society,

sweeping away all ghosts and monsters and destroying
on a wide scale the ideologies of the bourgeoisie and
all other exploiting classes. This is an earth-shaking
event. It proves to the hilt that once they grasp Mao
Tse-tung's thought the masses of the people can display
inexhaustible strength. The people of all countries have
become more convinced than ever that Mao Tse-tung's

thought is the most powerful ideological weapon for
all revolutionary people.
The great proletarian cultural revolution in China
has raised the morale of the revolutionary people the
world over and deflated the arrogant counter-revolutionary ghosts and monsters. The unfolding and the
victory of the present great cultural revolution not only
greatly accelerates the development of the socialist cause
in Chlna, but will also give the advance of the revolutionary cause of the people of al1 countries a tremendous
impetus. They are eagerly expecting us to carry the
current great cultural. revoluti.on through to the end and
make enormous contributions to the revolutionary cause
of the people of the whole world. Following are some
24

Asio

Association, said: "China's great proletarian cultural
revolution represents a new stage in the development
of Marxism-Leninism, which has been created by Chairman Mao's great originality of thought." He declared:
"The revolutionary proletariat of the world understand
the esseilce of the revolution, support it completely and
draw great revolutionary lessons and inspiration from
it."

He pointed out: "The imperialists, reactionaries
and revisionists all over the world are slandering China's
great proletarian cultural revolution in the same manner and in the same tone. These negative reactions on
the part of the counter-revolutionaries are to be regarded as positive proof of the correctness in unfolding
the great cultural nevolution."

Responsible members of the Ceylon Journalists' As-

sociation

in a statement to

Hsinhua

in

Colombo on

September 15, enthusiastically hailed the great proletarian cultural revolution and wished it complete success.

The great proletarian cultural revolution,

it

said,

is inspired by the great, invaluable thought of Chairman
Mao Tse-tung and led by the valiant Chinese Communist
Party. The Chinese people know that, without such a
great cultural revolution, the possibility of the restoration of capitalism cannot be completely eradicated. The
statement pointed out that for building a society which
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is in every way liberated from imperialism and

exploitation, ideological revolution is as important as political and economic revolution.

In its September 7 issue, the Japanese weekly Choshu Shimbun published in Yamaguchi, stated that the
great significance of the great proletarian cultural revolution lies in the fact that it is being pelsonally led by
Chairnran Mao Tse-tung. Chairman Mao is boldly
arousing the masses, relying on them, and letting them
make revolution by themselves. "This again proves
that Mao Tse-tung is a great revolutionary."
The great cultural revolution "is the most important

and unprecedented great revolution in the period of
transition to communist society," the weekly said. "It
is not only the Chinese people's own affair but also a
great revolution of global historic significance affecting
the people of the whole world." "It will go down for
ever in the world annals of the era of transition from
socialism to communism."
Chosltu Shimbun praised the revolutionary actions

of the Chinese workers, peasants and soldiers and the
Red Guards. "In China, it is the workers, peasants
and soldiers themselves who make revolution. This
great cultural revolution has brought into full play the
revolutionary initiative of the students in universities
and junior and senior secondary schools and other
youth."

The Japanese weekly said that China has become
the base of world revolutionary movements, the "Yenan"
of the world revolution. China has dealt heavy blows
at U.S. imperialism, and is a source of inspiration to
the oppressed nations and the people of the world.

By eliminating the germs of revisionism. the great
proletarian cultural revolution will make a great contribution to Chinese history. said Alam 7*b Tata+
General Secretary of the Peasants' Cornrnittee of the
Ilazara Distriet of lYest Pakistan in a recent interview
with Hsinhua in Rawalpindi.
The experience of this unprecedented cultural revolution led by Chairman Mao Tse-tung would add new
invaluable material to fhe armoury of Marxism-Leninism, especially in the theory of class struggle in socialist
society, he pointed out.
The great proletarian cultural revolution now being

in the great socialist country of China which
has a population of 700 miliion "is not only dealing
annihilating blows to the monsters and freaks and antisocialist elements on the soil of China, but is also making
a profound impact without pt'ecedent on the world and
on its future," said an article in the Singapore paper
People's Tribune on July 15.

revolution, the face of the world, and the balanoe
of forces in the class struggle on an international scale.
So long as China ean effectively prevent the restoration
of capitalism, thoroughly eradicate the root of revisionism, and persevere in its revolutionary stand so as not
to change its colour, then the favourable situation where
the 'East wind prevails over the West wind' can be
maintained and strengthened. Obviously this will be
most unfavourable to imperialism. especlally U.S. imperialism, and to the reactionaries of all countries," it
said.

The article pointed out: "It is nothing strange that
imperialism and the reactionaries of i,atious countries
should be terrified by China's cultural revolution and
should hate it. These gentlemen have pinned their
hopes for the restoration of capitalism in China on
those hidden bourgeois representatives and on China's
next generation. Norv, these bourgeois representatives,
'scholars' and 'authorities' have been exposed and overthrown; and the younger generation have become excellent and staunch su-ccessors to the Chinese revolution.
No wonder then that the imperialist lords are disappointed and alarmed by all this. and revile it!"

Ahmed Khatib, Chairman of the Syrian Teachers'
in an interview u'ith Hsinhua in Damascus
on June 29, described the great cultural revolution norv
taking place in China as Chairman Mao's new contribution to Marxism-Leninism.
The great Chinese cultr-rral revolutlon shows that
China is rrrarchlnpl unswervingly along the road of socialist revolution. he said. In the course of this cultural
revolution. he aCded. \larxism-Leninisrn and socialist
ideas s-iil penetrate deeper into the mlnds of the Chinese
pecple. bourgeols and rerisionist influences s-ill be further cr-ercome in the cultural field. and rerisionism
rsiiL be prevented from gros'ing rvithin the ranks of
the proletarial
Saleh Dahhan, Yemen's delegate to the Afro-Asian
Writers' Emergency Meeting in Peking, said in an interview with Hsinhua on his departure from China: "In
the course of their attacks on the handful of bourgeois
elements and revisionists, the Chinese people are creatively studying and applying Chairman Mao's q'orks'
This revolution is another shining victory for Mao Tsetung's thought."
Federation,

unfolded

"The question whether China, the centre of world
revolution, can consolidate, develop and strengthen itself,
and whether it can persevere in its revolutionary stand
and never change its colour is of incomparable worldwide importance and historic significance. It is a big
question which infLuences the progress of the w'orld
September 30,
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Af rico
Wijanto, a member of the Permanent Secretariat
nf the Exeeutive Committee of the Afro-Asian Jurists'
Conference, in an interview with Hsinhua in Conakry,
said: "The great proletarian cultural revolution in
China is a tremendous creation of Chairman Mao Tsetung and another victory for his great thought." "This
revolution will certainly have an inestimable and great
influence on the future of China and the world."
M. Mapafane, representative in Cairo of the Basutoland Congress Party, said in a taik to Hsinhua that
25

the great Chinese cultural revolution guided by Chairman Mao's thought "is the necessary step for the revolution to transform the world of exploitation of man
by man, and for the general struggle against U.S.-led
imperialism."
"LTnlike aI pseudo-Communists and self-styled
Marxlst-Leninists, Chairman Mao correctly points out
fh6l r'lass struggle exists in a socialist country," he
pointed out.

Ee said, "The Red Guards, the shock force in the
culhral revolution, are young people rvho, after studying the works of Chairman Mao, are rebelling against
old ideas and o1d customs. They are endeavotiring to
create a new society fr'ee from superstition, oppi'ession
and exploitation."

In a recent interview with Hsinhua in Brazzaville,
the leader of the Eed Cross Delegation of the Congo
@razzaville), Andre Bilonbo, rvho had returned from
a visit to China, said ihat the great cultural revolution
now going on there further proved that "Mao Tse-tung's
thought is the b,eacon light which lights up the way of
world revolution."
The aim of the great cultural revclution, he u,ent
on, rvas to uproot the vestiges of feudaUsm, of the bourgeoisie and of impeliaiism
old ideology. oid cultule,
old custorn and old habits - on the one hand. and to
hold higher the red banner- of the correct thought of
Chairman l\,Iao Tse-tung on the other.
He noted that the Red Guards "have declared themselves the convinced defenders and continuators of
Marxism-I-eninism which is enriched and developed by
Chairman Mao's brilliant theories and experience in the
iight of the conditions of our epoch."

said:

"The young Red Guards, united like one,
do not forgive certain anti-Party and anti-socialist e1ements who want to undermine the fruits of the Chinese
revolution and try to introduce the capitalist system into
their country-, and, consequently. try by everSz possible
means to sabotage world revolution."
He

Bengoro Coulibaly, Sports Commissioner

of

Mali,

said: "The great proletarian cultural revolution in
China is an unprecedented and the only socialist cultural
revolution in the history of mankind. Without this
great cultural revolution, a real sociahst country cannot
be firmly established. Socialist culture can be created
only by people with sociaiist ideology."

He added: "We greatly approve of the truth adby Chairman Mao that class struggles exist
extensively in socialist society. If people lose their
vigilance against old ideas and old culture and fail to
wage resolute struggles against them, it wili be very
difficult for China to bring about the transition to communist soeiety. Herein lies the great significance of
the great proletarian cultural revolution led personally
by Chairman Mao."
vanced
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In an interview with Hsinhua on his departure from
China, Mohamed Dahan, a delegate from the Somali
Coast (ooFrench") to the Afro-Asian Writers' Emergency
Meeting in Peking, said that the great proletarian cultural levolution "is aimed at eradicating the influence
of the bourgeoisie and reactionaries as well as of modern
revisionism headed by the Soviet leadership."
Acting President of the Paa-Africanist Congress of
Azania Leballo said, in a recent interview with Hsinhua
in Dar-es-Salaam, "The rising of the revolutionary youth
as Red Guards of the Pecple's Republic of China has
shaken the imperialists. The Chinese Red Guards are
marching forlvard. They are the vanguard in the revolution against imperialism."

In their statement to Hsinhua, Moses Katjiounga
and Katjimuina Veii, representatives of the South West
Afriean National Union in Cairo, said: "China's great
proletarian cultural revolution initiated by Chairman
Mao Tse-tung is an unprecedented event in the international revolutionary movement. It will not only bqoefit the Chinese revolution but also benefit the revolutionary cause of the world's oppressed people."
These two representatives praised the Red Guards
as the vanguard shock force fighting in the great cu.ltural revolution. They said that the actions of the Red
Guards against old ideas and habits were fully justified,

and that they u.ele worthy successors of the Chinese
revolution. "We, the oppressed people, place on China
our hope for the victory of the world revolution."
The Su'aziland Progressive Party's Cairo office in
statement said that by holding high the great red
banner of Mao Tse-tungis thought, the broad masses of
the Chinese people have launched the great cultural
revolution, which constitutes the most important development of Marxism-Leninism, and is a serious blow to
all the imperialists, revisionists and reactionaries of the

a

wor1d.

A Zanzibar 5,outh leader in an interview with Hsinhua stressed, "This great cultural revolution is under the
direct leade-rship of Chairman Mao Tse-tung rvho is the
successor to Marx and Lenin." "We compare
Chairman Mao's thought to the red sun which shines
in tire east and which will light up t,he whole world,"
he said.

brilliant

G. Savanhu, a member of the Zimbabwe Delegation

to the Afro-Asian Writers' Emergency Meeting in Peking, told Hsinhua on his departure from China, "No
doubt the great cultural revolution now going on in
China will not only score enormous successes in eonsolidating the unity of the Chinese people, but will also
prove to be of immense benefit to the peoples of Asia
and Africa in their anti-imperialist struggles."

Lotin Americs
The Executive Committee of the Left-Wing Revolutionary Movement of Uruguay issued a statement in
warrn support of the great proletarian cultural revoluPeki.ng Reuieu, No.
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tion now being unfolded by the Chinese people under
the leadership of Chairman Mao Tse-tung.
This great proletarian cultural revolution, it declared, "is a reaf and profound ideological revolution
aimed at remoulding the thought of hundreds of millions

FI

of men and women and making Marxism-Leninism the
world outlook of all Chinese people. It is a colossal,
histodcal and unprecedented task."
T'l-re great cultural revolution is also aimed at destroying the ideological foundation that breeds revisionisn-r, thereby ensuring that there will be no material
and ideclogical foundation for the restoration of capitalism in China. This is a contribution of capital importance to the progress of world revoiution, the statement noted.

[;
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"The great proietarian cultural revolution that is
taking place in China represents the most important
aspect of the advance of the worldwide proletarian
revolution and national-Uberation [movement]. The
objective conditions have placed the People's Republic
of China and the Chinese Communist Party in the vanguard of the present-day revolutionary movement. The
international communist movement is developing and
revolution is growing in depth. This mighty current
cannot be stemmed by either the U.S. imperialists who
are massacring the people of various countries or by
the cunning machinations of the modern revisionists
headed by the [leading] Soviet clique," the statement
stressed.

The Executive Committee of the Left-Wing Revolutionary Movement of Uruguay has decided to give wide
publicity to the decision of the Central Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party concerning the great proletarian cultural revolution adopted on August 8. It
has instructed its propaganda commission to compile
analytical material on the revolution, for the study and
discussion by the masses of the people.
On the eve of the 45th anniversary of the founding

of the Communist Party of China, Carlos Zapata,

a prominent figure in lllexico's judicial circles and onetime member of the chamber of deputies, in an interview with Hsinhua, said that the proletarian cultural revolution indicates that after establishing a revolutionary
political power, it is still necessary to win victory in
the ideological field. It is a question of whether or
not the socialist revolution is to be carried through to
the end, lvhether or not the dictatorship of the proletariat is to be consolidated, and elso whether or not
a world revolution is to be made.
Europe

China's great proletarian cultural revolution will
make the revolutionary people of the world more resolute than ever in combating U.S. imperialism and modern revisionism, said Pierre Pignot, head of the delegation of the university students'section of the FranceChina Friendship Society, which visited China recently.
September 30,
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The great cultural revolution was guid,ed b] Mao Tsetung's thought, he declared, stressing that l\Iao Tse-tung

is the Lelrin of our time.
Speaking at a get-together on September 15 in Paris
between the Chinese student delegation nor,v visiting
France and the delegation of the unirrersity students'

of the France-China Friendship Society, hg
added: "We fully approve of China's great cultural
section

revolution which is aimed at rooting out the possibilities
of revisionism and the restoration of capitalisrn."

The Central Committee of the Italian MarxistLeninist &{ovement in a recent communique said: "The
Central Committee of the Marxist-Leninist Movement
of Italy enthusiastically hails the great Chinese proletarian culturaL revolution under the firm and rvise leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and Chairman
Mao Tse-tung." The revolution, it added, "is an event
of historical signifieance not only for the building of
socialism in China, but also for the struggles of the
nations of the world for socialist re'i,olution."

It pointed out that "experlence in the cultural revoLuticn proves that Comrade }Iao Tse-tung's thot:ght
is the highest expression of the creative development
of Mar:rism-Leninism in the p!:esent historical era. It
is the most reliable guide for carrying forrvard the
revolutionary struggle in all conditions and in all countries."
When talking about the proletarian cultural revolution sweeping China, members of a delegation of
"Clartq" a Swedish society for D'Iarxist research, who
had recently returned from a visit to China, could not
hold back their feelings and in urison hailed it as: "fing
fine !"

"It is a revolution of tremendous importance," one
of them said. "The Chinese people are doing the right
thing. It is absolutely necessary for the Chi.nese revoluiion and world revolution as well. When China has
uprooted the ideology, cttlture, custom and habits of

capitalism and feudaiism, it will have blocked the road
leading to the restora.iion of capitalism. It is a more
profound class struggle and is the continuation of the
socialist revolution in China. It has given us strength
and confidence."

Al1 members of the Committee of the Peoplet
Theatre of Brussels (Belgium) recently unanirnously
adopted a resolution acclaiming the great proletarian
cultural revolution.
The resolution reads in part:

"The People's Theatre of Brus-seLs enthusiastically
greets the magnificent fight i,r'aged b;; the Chinese people, under the lead,ership of th-e Cirinese Cornmunist
Partv headed by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, in the great
socialist cultural revolution rvhich is being unfolded at
present.

"It will study thoroughly the'teachings of this revteachings u'hich are of imrneasurabLe importance to the peoples of the whole world."
olution

n

The Situotion of the Great Proletorian
Cultural Revol ution ls Yery Fine
Red Guards, Peking Municipal No.
of the great proletarian cultural revolution now going on in our
country? To pui it in one sentence: It is fine, very
fine and it is getting better and better. Every revolutionary, every adherent of Mao Tse-tung's thought will
unhesitatingly give such an answer. Anyone lvho truly
applies Mao Tse-tung's thought to observe the situation
never fails to watch for new things and the development
and growth of new-born forces. It is precisely those
new things which influence the development of the
H-{.T, after all, is the situation

revolutionary situation and those new-born forces which

propel the advance of history.
"The Four Seas are rising, clouds ani| tnaters raging,
The Fiue Continents are rocking, usind and thunder
roaring,"
These two in-rmortal lines in Chairman Mao's poem are
exactly a vivid description of the situation of our country's great proletarian cultural revolution at present.

Within a short period of time following the publication of the 16-point decision of the Chinese Cornmunist Party's Central Committee eoncerning the great
proletariein cultural revolution drawn up under Chairman Mao's personal guidance, and after Chairman Mao
and his close comrade-in-arms Comrade Lin Piao received a million revolutionary people, a new high tide
in the great proletarian cultural revolution has been
initiated. Like pounding enormous waves, the revolutionary mass movement is breaking down all the dams
that stand in its rvay and sweeping aw-ay the accumulated garbage and dirt in the dark corners and
rushing folward mightily.
Mao Tse-tung's thought is the guiding thought for
our socialist revolution and construction, the theoretical
basis for the proletarian revolution and the only guiding principle that can b,e foliowed in the practice of our
great cultr-rral revolution. When one uses Mao Tse-tung's
thought to understand the new situation and the big
changes in the current great cultural revolution, one
will not feel that he has been caught unati,'ares and at
a loss what to do, but r,vill understand that this is the
inevitable result of the large-scale mass revolutionary
movement.

In the new situation, our great cultural revolution
to some striking new characteristics.

has given rise

First of all, these new characteristics are expressed

in the fact that this movement is gigantic in
the masses have really been aroused.

scale and

The great proletarian cultural revolution is a mass
revolutionary movement rvith the broad masses of
28
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workers, peasants and soldiers, revolutionary intellectuals and revolutionary cadres as its main force. The
success or failure of the present movement of cultural
revolution hinges on whether the masses can be
aroused. Initiated and led by Chairman Mao himself,
the movement of the great cultural revolution is raging
and breaking through the bounds of age-old conventions and taboos, and is rapidly spreading to every
corner of society. The masses' revolutionary fervour,
pouring forth like fiery lava, is consuming those in
power who are taking the capitalist road and other
ghosts and monsters, and it is consuming capitalism,
feudalism and revisionism which oppose Mao Tsetung's thought. The width and depth of the present
great proletarian cultural revolution of our country in
arousing the masses of the people are unprecedented in
the history of the world revolution. This is a great
victory for Chairman Mao's and the Party Central
Committee's briliiant strategic concept of trusting the
masses and relying on the masses.
The new characteristics of the great proletarian
cultural revolution are also expressed in the fact that
such revolutionary organizations as the "Red Guard"
and "Red Flag," set up by the revolutionary students
and revolutionary youngsters, have grown up like
mushrooms after the rain. They have become the shock
brigade of the cur-rent great proleta,rian cultural revolution.

A great number of talented, young revolutionary
fighters have come to the fore in the present great revolutionary movement which touches people to their very
souls. Charging all over the battlefieid of class struggle,
they have proved invincible and have become an irresistible revolutionary torrent scaring the class enemies out
of their wits. What they have done and achieved fully
testifies to the fact that they are a new generation of
people nurtured and fostered under Mao Tse-tung's
thought and are Red Guards of the proletariat defending
the Party's Central Committee, defending Chairman Mao
and defending all the revolutionary people. The Red
Guards love Chairman Mao the most, follow Chairman
Mao's teachings the most, heed the Party's words the
most. Our great helmsman and teacher Chairman Mao
has always attached great importance to the boundless
vigour and revolutionary urge of the youth. Chairman
Mao has said: "The youth are one of the most active
and vital forces in society. They are the most anxious
to learn, they are the least conservative in their thinking. This is especially so in the era of socialism." It
is precisely by relying on Mao Tse-tung's thought that
these Red Guards, hitherto unknown young revoluPeking Reoiew, No.
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in this great pro-

its role. The cleaning up of the "four olds" has effectively stirred people into revolutionizing their ideology.

The new characteristics of the great proletarian
cultural levolution also find expression in the fact that
the struggle [against and the crushing of those persons in
authority who are taking the capitaiist road], the
criticism and repudiation [of the reactionary bcurgeois
academic "authorities" and the ideolog"v of the bourgeoisie and all cther exploiting classes] and the
transfcrmation [of education. Iiterature and art and
all other parts of the superstructure that do not correspond to the sccialist economic base] harre been
extended from the schools to societl--

The excellent situation emerging from the present
great proletarian cultural revolution in our country
is the result of the briliiant leadership of Chairman
Mao and the Central Committee of the Party and the
result of the fact that hundred.s of millions of revolutionary p,eople have been holding aloft the great red
banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought. Cur great cultural
rbvolution is a revolution of a new type that is being

Ever since August 18 n-hen the niass rally of a
million revolutionary people rvas helC in the capital
to celebrate the victory of the gi:eat cultural revolution,
the tiCal vv'aves of the great cui:ural rerzolr-ition have
been hear,'ily battet'ing e.,.erl' nock anci cranny of socie'iy. P.cvolutionar-1' students. the Red Gu-ards in particuiar, fi.ile,C r..-ith rerolutioeai'-v zeal. came out of
their schools in force. and the revoluticn spreaC io the
streets and shops. AIt kinds of red propaganda
literature
big-character posters, handbills anii proposals appeared
in multitudes on the streets. The s,ght
of the revolutionary students an,C the Red Guards calling meetings, organizing themselves into groups and
putting out publications was an inspiring one. The
revolution to clean up "the four olds" [old culture,
ideas, customs and habits] on the streets a.ncl in the
shops is fine. It is ',rrrong in the extreme to underestimate the significance of this revolution and to beiittle

can ha.rdly be avoidable. Nevertheless, every revolutiona"ry must note that achievement is primary and the main
direction is good; shortcomings are secondary and can
be overcome in tire a-ctual practice of the movement
under the guidance of the 16-point decision. We must
and can only rely on Mao Tse-tung's thought to deepen
this great proletarian cultural revolution and carry it
out successfully and thoroughly. Therefore, the basic
question is to learn to master and apply Mao Tse-tung's
thou-ght. This is the direction in which the entire revoluticnar;r rrrasses, and indeed we the Red Guards,
must bend our efforts. The Re,C Guards should become a great school for studying NIao Tse-tung's
thought. Only by doing so can the Red Guards ensure
themselves of being invincible for ever and can they
become a new generatior-r of comrnunists and successors
bo the revolutionary cause of the proletariat.

tionaries, have become pathbreakers
letarian cultural revolution.

carried out ii-r new historical conditions. and there is no

old practice to follow. Inadequacies and flarvs of one
kind or another in this revolutionary mass movenent

''
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REN,'lflN RIBAO

The U.N. Hos No Righr Whotever to Poke
Its Nose Into the VietffiG$B? Suestion
ITII the opening of the 21st General Assembly of
the United Nations, the United States and the
Soviet Union have again become inter-rsely btisy in their
collusion on the Vietnam question.

On September 18, U.S. Ambassador to the United
Nations Goldberg said that the United States would like
"to invite the Soviet Union's good offices to bring the
Vietnam conflict to a negotiated solution." On the same
day" Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyfte said that the
Soviet Union was "ready to co-operate with all those
concerned in reasserting peace on earth and the freedom
of the peoples."
On September 19, U.S. Secretary of State Rusk said
that the Vietn,am question "may not be a formal item
September 30,
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on the [U.N.] agenda. . . .In any event, I am sure Vietnanr will be discussed fuIly." On the same day, Prauda
chimed in saying that, although the Vietnam question

'*,as not formally listed on the General Assembly's
agenda, yet this by no means showed that the United
Nations was deprived of the possibility of playing a
positive role.

On September 20, U.S. Vice-President Humphrey
and Soviet Foreign 1\4inister Gromyko held talks separately witt-r U.N. Secretary-General U Thant. The Vietnam question r&'as the central topic in these talks.
Look how closely the United States and the Soviet
Union co*oper,ate in their dialogue and duet! Their
purpose is to draw the Vietnam question into the United
,o

Nations and inveigie others to join them in making use
c-i the current U.N. General Assembly session to push
'rheir new "peace taiks'' fraud still harder.

pendence

In Jr-rne this 1'ear, the United States and the Soviet
Union ccilabcrated in staging a big conspiracy of "forcing peace talks through bombing," the outccme of '"vhich
r..-as a shameful debacle. IJaving faiied to accomplish

In none of their variations of trickery have U.S. imperiaiism and its accomplices departed from their purpose of using the suspension of bombing the north as
bait to have the Vietnamese people iay down their arms,
and to make them abandon half-way their struggle
against U.S.'aggression and ,for national salvation, al'
ready crowned with great victories, so that the United
States wiil be abie to accomplish its sinisier aim of perpetuating its occupation of south Vietnam and dividing
the country indefinitely.

an:-thing through this trick, they have norv adopted
another: rrrse, srvitching back to their old plan of "inclttciiE peace talks by a suspension of bombings,'' and have
spread

all kinds of deceitful

prop,aganda.

One of their plopositions is as follows: the L'nil-ed
States stops bon.rbing the north, and in south Vietnairi
"both sides scale d<lwn all military activities" and "de-

and sovereignty in exchange for "peace"
is a gross insult

ur-rder U.S. bayonets. This proposition

to the Vieinamese people rvhich they rvill never slvallow.

When they

fail to rvin by fighting, they resort to

deception, and rvhen they fail in their deception, they
will resort to fighting. The new "peace talks" d.eceptioir
lvhi.ch the U.S. imperia.lists are urgentiy trying to carry
out at the current U.N. General Assembly session is again
a smokescreen to cover up their further expansion of
the in,ar. U.S. political circles have revealed that the
Johnson Administraticn needs on its part a "peace" deception manoeuvre before the Congressional election in
IVovember. But after the.electicn, it \.!'i11 lose no time
in appropriating another $13,500 million to be spent on

escalate" the rvar. This puts the aggressor and tl.re
victim of aggression on a par, places the bandit rvho has
invaded the territory of another ccuntry anC the people
rvho are struggling to defend their homes on a par. It
is nothing but an effort to eover up the U.S. cr'ime of
aggression against Vietnam. The U.S. imperialisls are
in the East Pacific, while Vietnarn is in the Vy'est Pacific. What reasons can there be for the United States to
carry out "military activities" in Vietnam? Clearly.
these "military activities" are activities of aggression.
"Escalation" is aggression, and "de-escalation'' is sti.li
aggressicn. ''De-escalation'' or "escalation." so lcng as a
singie Arnerican soldier remains on Vietnarnese soil. the
Vietnamese people *,i11 definitely fight on resolutely.
The core of the present Vietnam question is by no mea4!
a question of "de-escalating" the war, but a question of
the U.S. aggressofs getting out of Vietnam immediately,
lock, stock and barrel.
Another proposition is that j.f someone gives a time
schedule u.'hen "infiltration [into south Vietnam] will
be ha.lted," the United States will also produce a "scheduile for the withdra\r,al of [U S.] forces lrom Vietn.:m." The so-cailed "infiltration" is just doubJ.e talk
b.y the U.S. imperialists in order to vilify the north
Vietnarnese people's support of their compatriots in the
scuth. The Vietnamese naiion is an integral 'uvhole,
and as long as the United States occupies or.re inch of
Vietr.ramese territory, the 31 million Vietnamese people
ha.rze every right to mobilize themsetves to drite out the
aggressors. The Vietnam question is absolutely no+- a
question of w-ithdrawal by "both sides," noi: the rvci'king out of any time-tab1e. As far as the U.S. aggr-esscrs
are concerned, they should have got out oi Vietnam
Iong ago, and now they should just clear out right atay.
As for the Vietnamese people, they have no alternative
except to fight to the finish for as iong as the U.S. aggressor troops hang on in Vietnam. Fresident Ho
Chi l\{inh has lcng since solemnly declared: "Even if
we are to fight for five, ten, twenty years or longer, we
will resolutely fight till complete victory."

In dealing with the revolutionary people, imperialism and all reactionaries have, after ali, only two
tactics, namely, fighting and deception. When they
cannot win by fighting or succeed in deception, the time
has come lvhen they are about to be finished.

There is yet another proposition: to end the Vietnam war, both sides must "make sacrifices." This seemingly fair statement is very vicious in essence. The sccalled "making sacrifices" by both sides is nothing but
asking the Vietnamese people to sacrifice their inde-

During the Chinese people's liberation war, Comrade
Mao Tse-tung pointed out, "military suppression and
political deception have been the tvro main instrurnents
by which Chiang Kai-shek maintains his reaetionary
rule. People are nor,v witnessing ttre rapid collapse of

s0

its rvar of aggression against Vietnam. It u,ill also
''unreil major pians to escalate the rl'ar on the ground
further.'' Isn't it clear rvhat U.S. imperialism is up to?
The "peace talks" hoax of tl-re United States and
the Soviet Union in the United Nations shows that they
have gone a step further in their collusion pver Vietnam. It is also another step taken by the Soviet revisionist leading group in becoming an accomplice of U.S. imperialism. Working har-rd in glove, these two partners
think they are putting across a clever trick. But in point
of fact. their manoeuvre only shows that they are in a
wretched position.

It is universal knorvledge that the Vietnam question
has nothing to Co with the United Nations and it has
no right whatever to discuss it. Whoever proposes it
and by r.vhatever manner he may propose, to discuss the
Vietnam question in the United Nations is illegal and
will be opposed and condemned by the Vietnamese people. Ail those states and people who genuinely support
the Vietnamese people's struggle and safeguard the cause
of liberation of the Asian, African and Latin American
pecples rvill certainly see through the U.S.-Soviet "peace
talks" sv'indle in the United Nations, and refuse to be
taken in.
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lroth these instrurnents." Today U.S. imperialism is
aiso relying on the tvro main instruments of mili.tary
suppression and political deception to carry out its aggression against Vietnam, Likewise, people have seen
the tapid ccllapse of these instruments in Vietnam. This

signifies that U.S. imperialism is at the end of its tether
in Vietnam, that its defeat there is a forgone conclusion.
and that the great ll-ar of the Vietnamese people against
U.S. aggression and fcr national salvation is marching
siep by step towards final luictory.
("Rentr'in Ribao" editorial, September 24.)

Chinese ond JsBcffiese People's Friendship
ls Gn Irresistible Torrent
n) EGINNING on September 20, Japanese youth deleD gates, feai'ing neither poiice truncheons nor imprisonment, have held demonstr:ations and parades io
Tokyo for serreral days on end io 5rrotest against the
Sato govei'nment's frenzied action in preventing them
from gcing to China to atLend the Sr.cond China-Japan
Youth Friendship Festival.
They

Are in Tokyo

Are

i;rn1rT.,r.Heorts
On September 20, the youth deiegates demonstrated

in front of the Prime Minister's official residence, the
Foreign Ministry and the Justice Ministry. On September 21. another demonstration was held before the
Foreign Ministry; in the face of the fully armed policemen, the demonstrators shouted: "Revoke the illegal
go\rernment decision!" and other slogans. In defiance
of the police threat to arrest them, the youth delegates
loudly sang the Japanese song Buck Up and staged a
sit-down strike. The policemen, waving their batorrs,
tried to disperse ihese young deiegates who persist in

upholding Sino-Japanese friendship. Later, the;; forcibly arrested some of those ..vho are going to attend
the festival, including Nobuaki Yamamoto, Head of the
Delegation of the All-Japan Dock Workers' Union. The
heroic Japanese youth were, however, not frightened
into submission. In stil1 greater numbers, they marched
towards the Foreign Ministry on September 22, holding
high numerous placards which said: "We are resolved
to go to Chinal" "We are resolved to hold a festival with
the Chinese youtir!" "We protest against the Sato
government's hostile policy towards China!"
Yamamoto, who had been arrested by the police the
previous day, again appeared in the ranks of the demonstrators in a militant mood and this raised the fight-

ing spirit of the

i

masses still higher. One Japanese
youth delegate's comment was that the Japanese policemen who were the pawns of the reactionaries and who
blustered and srvaggered were actually bean-curd tigers.
At one o'clock in the afternoon, more than 170 youth
delegates set out in fbur groups from the Hibiya Park
to the main transport centres in Tokyo to distribute
their Appeal to Tokyo Citizens rvhich laid bare the
crimes of the Sato government in unjustifiably prevent-
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ing Japanese youth from attending the friendship festival u,ith the Chinese youth and in pursuing a series
of policies hostile toq,ards China while toeing Washington's line. Many local residents kept on calling out to
the youth admiringty and in encouragement: "Buck
up!" "trVish you success in your visit to China!''
On the evening of September 23. more than

200

Japanese youth met at t}le Tokl-o headquarters of the
Japanese Socialist Part5r. At this meeiing. the siatement issued by tJre leading members of the ChinaJapan Friendship Association and Chinese student and
youth organizations denouncing the Sato government
for obstructing the Japanese youth's attendance of the
festival in China (see Peking Reoiew, No. 39, September
23, 1966) was read out; 'a message sent by young Japanese in China in support of the struggle of theil young
compatriots for passports was also read.

On September 24, large crorvds of Japanese youth
delegates. braving the rain, gathered in front of the
Foreign Llinistry to continue their protest and demand
the issue of their passports. In a hear,Xr dor.vnpour they

sang the lnternational.e and Tokgo-Peking. Shigeo
Oshiba, a Japanese Socialist Party Diet Member. addressed the young demonstrators and encouraged them
to persist in the struggle.

Tomomi Narita, Secretary-General of the Japanese
Socialist Party, on September 20 denounced the Japanese Government for being hostile to China and cleclared that his Party firmly supported the struggle of
the Japanese youth. Reealling that the -(ato gcvernment had prer.iously refused to admit the delegation of
the Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Affaii-s for a
visit at the invitation of the Socialist Party' and the

Chinese delegation to the 12th World Conference
.A.gainst Atornic and Hydrogen Bombs headed by Liu
Ning-I. he pointed out that this. as t'ell as its present
refusal to issue passports, u'ere flagrant manifestations
of the Sato government's policy of hostility towards
China.

Socialist Party Diet Members Hisao Kuroda, Haruo
Okada and Shichiro Hozumi also attended a protest
meeting held in Tokyo on September 20 by more than
260 Japa-nese youth. Hisao Kuroda said at the meeting:
a1

"The great proletarian cultural revolution which is
sweep ng across China has blazed a briiliant trail untrodden before by anyone in the world. For the Japato go to China to attend the festival at this
time is of great significance." He pointed out that U.S.
imperialism n'hich was expanding its war of aggression
in Vietnam and the reactionary forces of Japanese
monopol.v capital were afraid of the friendship between
the youth of Japan and China. "The Chinese people,"
he added, "stand squarely behind the fighting VietnErmese people. The Japanese Government has become
an accomplice of U.S. imperialism. Therefore, it is of
vital importance to strengthen the militant friendship
between the peoples and youth of Japan and China."
He added that in spite of an adverse current in the
Japan-China friendship movement, "no adverse currents, old or new, can hinder the historical trend of
Japan-China friendship." He called on the Japanese
youth "to break through all the sabotage and obstruction of internal and external enemies, overcome all
adverse currents, mobilize the masses, and strengthen
our struggle so that the Japan-China friendship movement will advance triumphantly i.n the right direction."
nese youth

When many youth delegates from all parts of
Japan saw in Tokyo on September 24 a coloured Cocumentary film on the successful First Japan-China
Youth Friendship Festival and r*'hen the reception of
the Japanese youth by the . Chinese people's great
leader Chairman Mao appeared on the screen, thdy
were seething with enthusiasm and there was long
stormy applause. The struggle in solidarity with the
Japanese youth's fight to attend the Second Festival is
now spreading from Tokyo to other parts of Japan.
Youth of Chino ond Jqpon Both Hove the
Couroge to Rise in Rebellion

in Feking and throughout China of the Hunan No. 1 Teachers' School
those
among them
people's great leader Chairman Mao
the
Chinese
where
who are awaiting the Japanese youth's
once studied
arrival to attend the festival, voiced their greatest indignation at this unwarranted measure taken by the
Sato government. To the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries, to the Soviet revisionists and their follorvers,
Red Guards

these young Red Guards warned: Both the Chinese
and Japanese youth dare to rise in rebellion.

Two thousand Red Guards in Peking who make
up the choir which is to perform at the Second ChinaJapan Youth Friendship Festival addressed on September 24 an open letter to the Japanese youth ready to
come to the festival. Expressing their great admiration for the Japanese youth's struggle against the Sato
government and lauding their revolutionary rebellious
actions as really wonderful, the Red Guards warned
the Sato government that it must immediately stop its
barbarous persecution of the Japanese youth fighting
to come to China. "We Red Guard fighters," said the
?,

letter, "follow Chairman Mao's teachings most closely,
We always bear in mind Chairman Mao's words that
we must push forward the Chinese revolution and the
world revolution. We Red Guard fighters will never
forget that two-thirds of the people of the world today have not yet achieved liberation. In the lofty spirit
of proletarian internationalism we shall support the
revolutionary struggle of the Japanese people and the
youth of Japan."
Armed with Mao Tse-tung's thought, the revolutionary youth of China are displaying a buoyant enthusiasm in preparing for the festival. In order to
help their young Japanese friends to a better understanding of the great cultural revolution in China and
to exchange experience in struggle, Red Guards in
many schools and colleges are summing up what they
have learnt in their creative study and application of
Chairman l\llao's works in the course of the struggle
and reviewing the present situation of the great cultural revolution so as to inform their young Japanese
friends when they come.
Many Chinese people's organizations, such as the
machine-building, highway transport, and agricultural

and forestry workers' trade unions, and youth

and

\r,omen's organizations. to name only a ferv, have sent
messages to the Japanese 5-outh in support of their
heroic fight to strengthen the friendship between the
peoples of the trvo countries.
Renmi.n Ribao published on September 22 an article

by Commentator entitled "Sato Governrnent's Dirty
Hand Cannot Hold Back Torrent of Sino-Japanese People's Friendship." The commentary noted that for a
long time, the Sato government had tailed after U.S.
imperialism in rabidly opposing China, trying in a
thousand and one ways to sabotage the friendly relations between the Chinese and Japanese peoples. Now,
it had flagrantly tried to prevent Japanese youth from
attending the China-Japan Youth Friendship Festival
by refusing to issue them passports. "This can only

show how frightened and how weak it is before the
torrent of friendship between the Chinese and Japanese
peoples I"

"The Sato government's unreasonable decision,"
said the commentary, "is in fact a 'united action' against
China by the U.S. imperialists, the Japanese reaction-

aries and the Soviet modern revisionists plus their followers of all stripes."

The comrnentary quoted what Chairman Mao said
17 years ago: ". . . it is impossible to persuade the
imperialists and the Chinese reaetionaries to show
kindness of heart and, turn from their evil r,r'ays' The
only course is to organize forces and struggle against
them. . ." "This," the commentary concluded, "should
be applicable to the Sato government as well. Its unreasonable decision to sabotage the China-Japan Youth
Friendship Festival will only rouse the Japanese people
and youth to vehement opposition and more resolute
struggle."
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Atro-Asian Writers' Bureou Stotement

Sofesuord the Revolutionsry Line of
Afro-Asion Writers' Movement
The bureou colls upon progressive witers of Asio ond Africo: smosh the scheme

of the Soviet revisionist clique to hold o bogus "third conference" ond moke better
preporotions for the convocotion of the Third Afro-fuion Writers'Conference in Peking.
Follouing is the full text oJ the statement issued bg
the AJro-Asian Wri,ters' Bureau i.n Peking on September
25 entitled "Safeguard the Reuolutionarg Line of AfroAsian Writers' Mouement and Thoroughly Smash the
Splittist Acti'--ities of the Sotsiet Reuisionists."
Ed.

-

Afro-Asian rvriters' movement which came into
TaHE
r existence eight ;'ears ago as a militant organization
in the Afro-Asian people's struggle against imperialism
and colonialism. for rvinning and safeguarding national
independence and for developing national culture, literature and heritage, has consistantly opposed, since its
inception, ail forms of deviating tendencies from its
original stand.
During the past few years the Afro-Asian writers'
movement has had to wage an acute struggle agai.nst an
erroneous line attempted to be introduced by the Soviet
Writers' Union, deviating from the original position oI
militant .anti-imperialism and anti-colonialism to that
of complete colLaboration with the imperialists and
colonialists, following its government's political revisionism.

The Afro-Asian Writers' Bureau, which is the
irith
all its force this erroneous tendencl- as and rvhen it

leading body of the movement, successfulll- resisted

tried to creep into the movernent s'.rreptitiou-.1]-.
Realizing ultimatel;" that the militant Afro-Asian
writers' movement rvill never entertain their capitulationist line, the desperate revisionist Soviet writers took
a suicidal step on a matter which was of vital importance to the writers as well as peoples of Asia, Africa
and the entire world and thereby voluntarily stepped
out of the militant Afro-Asian writers' movement last
June. This was on the question of support for the Vietnamese people's struggle against U.S. aggression.
The Soviet revisionist writers chose not gnly to

disregdrd the bureau's decision to hold an emergency
meeting of Afro-Asian writers in support of the Vietnamese people's struggle against U.S. aggression but also

attempted to sabotage it, to be in keeping with their
government's poUtical line of no-struggie against, and
peaceful coexistence with, U.S. imperialism.
Their first suicidal step was the attempt they made
to split the bureau by engineering a spiittist meeting in
Cairo last June. It was a miserable failure.
Thoroughty exposed in Cairo, and denounced and
condemned by rvriters of 53 Afro-Asian countries and
September 30, 7966

regions and five Afro-Asian international organizations
who met in Peking, these Soviet revisionist r*-riters plan-

ned another plot in Baku last August. presumably u'ith
the intention of covering their nakedness u'hich they
displayed in public when they refused to participate in
the Emergency Meeting of Afro-Asian Writers held in
Peking in support of the Vietnamese people's struggle
against U.S. aggression. The Baku splittist meeting rvas
also a miserable failure.
The more they try to cover up the more they stand
exposed. The more they stand exposed the more they
try to cover up. In this process of shamelessness, the

Soviet revisionist rvriters also held a so-called executive committee meeting of Afro-Asian lvriters attended by a handful of misguided and rnisinformed persons who had been present at Baku on September 2,
1966, to solicit support for yet another plot iir the nature
of a so-called third conference of Afro-Asian rvriters.
The Soviet news agenc)' TASS reported ilt'::t
Moscorv on Septen'rber 9. 1966. ::a': -*e spli:t:sts
rvere planning to hold a s.-calLed lhir-ci co::ierence frc:r
Februar'1- to flarch 196;. in Beu',;i. Leba:ron arrd thai a
so-called preparato{- cctr-rn:ittee ior t}is purpose s-ould
r:e€i in Cairo in October this 1-ear.
The s-hole rvorld is aware that the Third Conference
Writers will be held in Chir-ra in acAfro-Asian
of
cordance with the decision of 20 out of the 23 executit'e
eommittee countries supported by another 33 AfroAsian countries and regions and five Afro-Asian international organizations. OnIy the Soviet Union, Mongolia and the U.A.R. rvho are members of the executive
committee kept out of the meeting of 53 countries and
regions which included the executive commitiee.
Furthermore, it is ridiculous to speak of a preparatory committee for the third conference norv, in
vielv of the fact that the executive cotnmittee meeting
held in BaIi, Indonesia in 1963 fully discussed the preparations and also approved the agenda for the third
conference. A three-member delegation from the
Soviet Writers' Union attended this executive meeting
in Bali. This executive committee meeting also entrusted the burea-tt and the host country (Indonesia)
with the task of making necessary preparations for the
third conference.
As u,e have stated in an earlier statement, due to
the terrorist and anti-popular campaign carried out
by the Suharto-Nasution fascist military regine in
JJ

at present and their belrayal of thr- cause
of the anti-imperialist struggle of the Afro-Asian peoples, the $/riters of Indonesia, the host country, submitted a proposal to the emergency meeting held in
Peking that the third conference be held in China.
T*-ent1- oui of 23 countries of the executlve con-rmittee
supportd b3- 33 other countries and regions of Asia and
Africa accepted this proposal. The regularity, validity,
Iegality and the widely representative character of this
declrion cannot be questioned. The nervs of holCing the
Third Conference of Afro-Asian Writers in China has
Indonesia

received the warm welcome of the writers and peoples of
.{sia and Africa.
Therefore, to talk of another preparatory committee to make arrangements for the third conference is
a complete violation of the accepted rules and procedure of our movement. Such a move is completely
illegal. Deliberations at such meetings are null and

void.

Thus the struggle between the militant progressive line of the Afro-Asian writers and peoples and
the capitulationist r€actionary line of the Soviet revisionists has entered a new stage.

In order to safeguard the revolutionary line of
solidarity against imperialism of the Afro-Asian writers' movement and thoroughly smash the capitulationist line of the Soviet revisionists, the bureau calls
upon all progressive \,vri.ters of Asia and Africa to
Couble their efforts to expose the bogus preparatory
committee meeting to be held in Cairo, in October, and
the so-cal.led third Afro-Asian w-riters' conference to
be held in Beirut from February to March, 196?, and
foil all their dirty plots to split our ranks. The bureau
also calls upon all progressive writers of Asia and
Afriea to raise to a still higher degree their vigilance,
hold their ranks still more firmly, continue with more
vigour their stru.ggle and make better preparations for
our Third Afro-Asian Writers' Conference to be held in
China in 1967, hold high the militant banner of AfroAsian writers' solidarity against U.S.-led imperialism
and continue the giorious march from victory to even
bigger victories. The militant anti-iinperialist iine to
which our movement is committed r,.,i11 certainly win !
The revisionist capitulationist line will certainly be de
feated

!

lndonesion Government Must Stop Obstructing
Chino's Work in Bringing Bqck Victimized
Chinese Nqtionols
by "BENMIN RIBAO" COMMENTATOE
S.S. Kuanghua, the first ship that China sent to
bring back persecuted Chinese nationals from Indonesia, arrived in the high seas near Medan on September 22. It was forced to cast anchor on the high
seas and postpone its originally planned entry into the
port of Medan because the Indonesian Government
has persisted in refusing to give a guarantee for the
safety of the S.S. Kuanghua in bringing back the Chinese
nationals r,vho desire to return to their motherlar-rd of
their own will and has unreasonably createci clifficulties and prevented the Chinese Embassy in lndonesia

from sending consular officials to Medan to make arrangements for the return.
For several months past, the Chinese Government
has been conducting repeated negotiations with and
struggles against the Indonesian Gorrernment on the
question of bringing back the victimized Chinese nationals. Despite all the obstructions placed by the
Indonesian Rightists, the Chinese Government has sent
the first ship to bring back the Chinese nationals. This
fully reflects the deep concern of the Chinese Governrnent and people for the broad masses of Chinese nationals residing in Indonesia.
?4

However, the Indonesian Right-wing forces which
have been frantically conducting an anti-China and
anti-Chinese campaign in their efforts to curry favour
with U.S. imperialism cannot reconcile themselves to
seeing the smooth return of victimized Chinese nationais to their motherland of their own will. A1l
indications denote that the Indonesian Government is
placing one obstacle after another in the way of the
smcoth prcgress of the work of bringing back the victimized Chinese nationals that China has underiaken.
On September 23, the Indonesian Foreign Ministry
issued a statement trying in a thousand and one ways
to explai.n away its b.arbarous crimes of victimizing
the Chinese nationals and evade its criminal responsibility for obstructing the return home of the victimized
Chinese na'uionals. Moreover, it falsely accused China
of having "adopted an attitude of preventing a proper
solution of the question.'t This is standing things on

their

heads.

When the Chinese Government had decided to send
the S.S. Kuanghua, it made representations to the Indonesian Government for the dispatch of Chinese con-

sular officials and the necessary staff to Medan. After
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Chinese Foreign Ministry's Note Reitenates Reasonabte Demands
fFHE Chinese Foreign Ministry s€nt a note to the
I Inclonesian Embassy in China on Septembe r ZS de-

Chinese i'rationals u'ho Cesire

manding once again that the Indonesian Government
should immediately stop all its obstructions and sabotage of Chlna's 'n,ork of bringing back Chinese nationais, so that China's n'ork of bringing back the
persecuted Chinese nationals rvho desire to return to

sent

China of their o\\-n lvill may be carried out

sn-toothll.'.

their

or.r,n

to return to China of

will and to look after

for the

th'e Chinese ship

said purpose.

"As large numbers of persecuted Chinese nationals

have been driven to Medan and as the rvork of
bringing them back to China has become very heavy

and, moreover, time is very pressing, the Chinese
Government deems

it stili

necessary

for

Consul-

The note sa1-s: "After the Chinese ship S.S. Kualtg-

General Hsu Jen and Consul Shih Chin-kan to go to
Medar-r and dernands that the Indonesian Goveinrnent
make prompt arrangements for it.

Government has made repeated lepresentations on
just grounds, the Indonesian Nlinistry of Foreign Affairs gave a repiy on September 2l to the Chinese

the Chinese ship for the said purpcse ma]- go to
Indonesian ports, it has naturalll' assumed the unshirkabie responsibility for the safet]- of the Chinese
ship as well as the pe.rsons going *'ith it. In order

hus sent to bring back the Chinese nationals was
forced to come to anchor on Septer-nl:er 22 on the
high seas near Port Belarvan, and after the Chinese

Embassy

in

Indonesia,

in

'azhich the Indonesian Gov-

ernment has agreed to let Chinese Vice-Consul Kuang
Shu-ming go to Medan. In order to relie'i.,e the persecuted Chinese nationals in Medan frorn their sufferings at an early date, the Chinese ship for bringing
back the Chinese nationals is scheduled to enter Port
Belarvan on September 26 to carry oirt its task of
bringing back these nationals. Vice-Consul Kuang
Shu-ming will immediately proceed to Medan to rnake
arrangements for the bringing back of the persecuted

all along, the Indonesian Government began
by brazenly rejecting the Chinese demand; then it
agreed to the sending of only one Chinese consula.r official to Medan lvithout any interpreter; anri finall-v it
rvent back on it.s word and forbade anl- official of the
Chinese Embassy to go to I\{edan at a:1. It \\-as
this unreasonable attitude on the part of the Indonesian Government that forced the Chinese vessel S.,S.
Kuanghua to cast anchor on the high seas all
to no purpose for four precious days, The Indonesian
Government now declares in its statement that it
agre€s to the sending of consular official by the
Chinese Embassy to Medan. This cleariy shoq,s that
the Indonesian Government is very nervous and is
afraid of being sternly exposed by China. Ho.wever,
it stlcks to the unleasonable restrictlon that only one
official from the Chinese side will be allolr,ed to go to
Medan to handle the very heavy task of making arrangements for the Chinese nationals rvho desire to
return to their motherland of their or,r,,n vr'i.11. Is this
not clearly a wilfnl attempt to create unnecessary difdelaying

ficullies for the Chinese side and ',rzilful1y hampering and
obstructing the work in question?
Meanwhiie, the victimized Chinese nationals who
have been drirren to l\'Iedan by force by the Indonesian
Government continue to be seriously persecuted. Indonesian Right-wing gangsier organizations have made
it known that they would use fascist violence against
Chinese ships and against the victimized Chinese naSeptember 30,

1966

"Since the Indonesian Government has agreed that

that the. work of bringing back the persecuted Chinese
nationals who desire to return to China of their
own will may be carried out smooihly, the Chinese
Government once again demands that the Indonesian
Government promptly make proper arrangements in
accordance with the reasonable demands put forvt,ard
by the Chinese G.overnment in its note of September

all obstructions and sabotage
of China's r,r,ork of bringing back its nationals."

5, and immedlately stop

tibnals u,ho"desire to return to their motherland of their
own u'i11. The Indone.ia,n Govel'n:r:e::1 has also given
open protection a:-rd suppc:rt to Arnericrn "reporters"
anci ;.geris of the Chiane Kai-shek gang to go tc $-here
the lic:::::rzed Chinese nationals have been concentrated to insuit and carr,' out provocations against
the latter. All these moves mentioned above cannot
but arouse the serious attention of the Chinese Govern-

ment and people.
Actually, the Indonesian Government hastily issued a statement the day after the Chinese ship had
set sail to bring back the Chinese nationals. This
statement is a subterfuge for the Indonesian Governrnent to further obstruct and sabotage tire work undertaken by China to bring back Chinese national.s rvho
desire to return to China of their own rvill.
This Indonesian government statement even went
to the extent of saying that "the smooth going of repatriation oI foreign nationals" depended on "the attitude and sincerity of their own government." Its
sinister intent is obvious erren at a glance. First of all,
the Indonesian Governrnent harbours ulterior motives
when using the word "repatriation." Does it want to
"repatriate" all overseas Chinese of Chinese nationality
and all persons of Chinese descent? Obviously, herein
lies ar-r extremel5r sinister plot.
Chinese naiionals in Indonesia have for generations iived harmoniously with the Indonesian people
35

in friendship and without friction. It is

completely

the doing of the Indonesian Government that thousands
upon thousands of Chinese nationals are victlmized
an,C deprived of their means of liveiihood. In the
circumstances. the Indonesian Government has the
unshirkable duty' to provide ships for the Chinese nationals rvho are victimized and cannot stay on in lndonesia and rvho desire to return to China of their
os,n s,ill. But it has arbitrarily refused to fulfil this

ob),igation. After -severai months of negoliation and
struggle, the Chinese Government has no other way
but to send its or,t'n ship to bring back the victimized
Chinese nationals. Ever;rthing would certainly have
proceeded smoothly had the Indonesian Government
stopped its acts of obstruction and sabotage. Thus,
tr.hether or not the work of bringing baek Chinese nationals r.lrho desire to return to China of their own will
can be carried out "smoothly" depends entirely on the
"attitude and sincerity" of the Indonesian Government.
B-rz trying to lay the blame on others, the Indonesian
Government has precisely exposed its o'"vn long-plotted
sinister scherne to undermine China's work of bringing back the victimized Chinese nationals.
It must also be pointed out that the Indonesian
Right-wing reactionary forces are induiging in their
anti-China and anti-Chinese activities with increased

intensity. A vast number of innocent Chinese nationals
are victimized and trampled on by Right-wing thugs'
Some have been beaten up, some robbed, some killed
and some driven away from their homes deprived of
everything. The radio, news agency, the press and
other official propaganda media of Indonesia attack and
vilify China rabidly, doing their utmost to fan up
racist feelings. The Right-wing miiitary and administrative authorities of Indonesia are trying systematically and in an organized manner to whip up a new
anti-China and anti-Chinese lvave on a big sca1e. The
Inclonesian Government tries to deny its racist crime,
but definitely it wiil never sLlcceed in its attempt.
We must warn the Indonesian Government: You
will certainly gain nothing good from your anti-China
anci anti-Chinese activities. Your attempt to shirk the
criminal responsibility for obstructing China in its
rvorl< of bringing back the victimized Chinese nationals
is also futile. You must immediately stop all antiChina and anti-Chinese activities and all acts of
obitruction and sabotage and guarantee that the '"vork
undertaken by China to bring back the victimized
Chinese nationals will proceed smoothly. Otherrvise,
you will be held responsible for all the consequeaces
arising therefrom.
("Renmin Ribao," SePten'tbet 25.)

Excerpts From Liu Ying-chun's Diory

"Moo Tse-tulng's'ThCIerght ! Ilumirlotes
The Psth of My Advsmee"
Below we print excerpts from the diory of Liu Ying-chun, the.young ortillery_.mon of the
up his life heroicolly to sove others. (See P.R. No. 31, 1966.) The excerpts
ore chosen iro, o ielection published not long ogo in Jiefangjun Boo (Liberotion Army Doily).
Liu Ying-chun's diory is o vivid record of how he creotively studied ond opplied Choirmqn Moo's-works, putti;g the stress on the opplicotion. lt brings out certcin distinctive
feotures in his study:
o He poid, speciol ottention to studying Choirmon Moo's teochings on closses ond
closs struggle, ond succeeded in moking those teochings on integrol port of his viewpoint.
c He studied with the steodfqst purpose
of remoulding his world outlook;through.strict
'in himself
proletorion ideos ond erodicoted bourself-criticism he ceoselessly fostered
P,L.A. who gove

geois ideos from his mind.
o He linked theory with proctice ond remoulded himself eornestly, step by step, in
the course of revolutionory proctice.
His diory in its entirety re{lects octive ideologicol struggle ond rigorous self-criticism.
It is q record of how he took Moo Tse-tung's thought os his guide ond consciously revolutionized himself.-Ed.

Never Forget the Clsss Struggle
December 30, 1963
Goodbye, 1963! It has been a great year, a year of
good harvests, a year of victoryl
Socialisrn is marching on to victory rvhile imperial-

ism is heading for its doom;

t6

Marxism has continued to develop while revisionism
has entei'ed a stage of the greatest difficulties.
Today, the East wind continues to prevail over the

West wind and will always prevail over it.
Hou,ever, the nalure of imperialism will not change,
As long as imperialism exists, the possibility of the
outbreak of u,ar exists. Therefore, as I bid fare'"r,ell
Peking Reui.eu, No.
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to 1963 and welcome in 1964, I am resolved to remain
in the army, to defend our beloved motherland, stand
guard at its most advanced outpost, keep a firm grip
on the gun in my hands and be ready at all times to
strike at the aggressors and safeguard world peace.
I vow to the motherland and the people: my beloved
country, I will resolutelv defend you. I dedicate rny
youth and my iife to you and to the rrrost splendid cause

in the world!
Moy 1964

Mao Tse-tung's thought illuminates the path of my
advance.

I read Cha"irman Mao's works and from them draw
the most profound enlightenment and education. They
make me see things in a much clearer iight
I see a
- me to
bright rcad stretching before me. They help
see who are our enemies and who are our friends: a
question of the first imporiance for the revolution;
they help me to understand many things, such as class
struggle, proletarian revolution, the dictatorship of the
prcletariat. comm.unism.

Since studying the two articles "In Memory of

Norman Bethune" and "Serve the People," I have been
repeatedly thinking over what they say. How should
a man spend his life? He shouid spend it creating the
finest and most rational society
666ry1qnism
for the

of the people. By that- time, classes -will have
been eliminated and so will exploitation. Everybody
will take part in labour and lead a happy life.
masses

Moy 1964
Since the socialist education movement, a big change
has taken place in my thoughts. I feel myself more
enlightened each time I study Chairman Mao's s-orks.
. . . They teli me to be on my guard: the class strugg1e today is extremely sharp and complicated both at
home and internationally. lmperialism. revisionlsm and
all reactionaries are out try'ing to win over the younger
generation. They use all kinds of bourgeois ideas as
sugar-coated bullets to corr-r-rpt the young, and they pin
their hope of a counter-revolutionary restoration on the
degeneration of the younger generation. Individualist
ideas provide the opening they are looking for. So if
we do not thoroughly remould ourselves and wipe ou-t
these ideas, our minds, under certain conditions, will
grow corrupt and stink and we may eventually degenerate into the captives of the bourgeoisie. Therefore,
I feel deeptry that in studying Chairman Mao's u,-orks,
it is imperative for me to remould my world outlook
thoroughly.

The Chonging of One's World Outlook
ls o Fundsn'!entol Chonge
Morch 26, 1964

I

have read the article

"In

Memory

of

Norman

Bethune" over and over again and with every reading
September 30,

1966

have gained new enlightenment and education. In our
everyday life, '"ve come across people whose greatest
concern is their position and treatment. Their positions
can only be raised, not lowered. They are only willing
to be "officials," not ordinary people. They court fame.
When this desire is not realized they feel they have
been wronged, and grow disheartened. The capital "I"

is what fills their mind. They always want to be
"up" and "high." In the eyes of revolutionaries, such
concerns are really low and vulgar. Real Corrrmunists
are those who have shaken free from the fetters of
petty "self." They have only the interesis of the revolution and the collective at heart. They throrv themselves energetically into any work that benefits the
revolution and the collective, without any thought oi
making a name or gaining position and in utter disregard of what others may say of them. They are the

most noble-minded of men, and Norman Bethune rvas
such a person. . . . I will always take Norman Bethune
as a model and constantly compare myself with him.
I wiII always remember what Chairman lVlao has said:
"A man's ability may be great or small, but if he has
this spirit, he is already noble-minded and pure, a man
of moral integrity and above vulgar interests, a man
who is of value to the people." I will always be a
vanguard of the revolution.

Moy 17, 1964
Since I got back to the company on the 14th, I've
found a new atmosphere here. Ever)-one is studl-tng
Chairman Mao's works in a b1g wa1-. and lirking the:i"
studies rvith practice. This n:oves rne deepl1-. and is a
profcund educa::on and in-<pAaiion to rr:e- It tells me
tha;. oc-l.y b5- srr.ldying Chairrnan Mao's rrorks and armlng oir r:.:nds B-:th Mao Tse-tungs thought, can r*'e
rna-ke prcgress and stanci up to all storrns.
Each time I meet difficulties and cu'iticism and each
time I read Chairman Mao's writings, I feel as if Chairman Mao hlmseif were addressing me and saying:
"Stand up to the test of criticism!" It is as if he were
telling me: "Tirere are times when your work goes
smoothly and other times when you suffer frustrations
or failure. How to guard against conceit and rashness
that is a great test for you.
when things go srrroothly
or failure and are
But when you suffer frustrations
criticized by the leadership and the masses, especially
when some of the criticisms are not quite appropriate,
don't you think it a still greater test how to avoid
becoming dejected and despondent as a result of such
criticism, how to square your shoulders and go forward
with courage?" It is indeed a greater test.
I have never stopped studying Chairman Mao's
works; they are an inexhaustible source of strength and
wisdom indispensable to my 1ife. The more I study
them the more I know. Let me take Lei Feng's words
as my own resolution:
"I deeply realize that in order to mature and make
prcgress, in order to do more for the Party, one must
JI

seri.ously study Chairman Mao's works, follow his teachings and act in accordance with his instructions. Only
so can one becorne a good soldier of Chairman Mao.
I must seize every bit of time to study and reso-

lutely foliow the practice of studying, thinking, improving and applying at the same time."
May 22,

lW

I often tell myself: Ying-chun, you must always
keep Chairman Mao's teachings in mind. To forget
!'- teachings rvould be to forget past sufferings, to
forget your duty. You must study Chairman IVIao's
u;orks with great earnestness. Did not I-ei Feng set an
example for you?
tr'rom now on, each time I study an article of Chairman Mao's, I witl ask myself these four questions: 1. What
does Chairman Mao say? 2. What were my thoughts
about this before? 3. What did I use to do? 4. How
must I act in future? Thus I can examine my ideas
and actions in the light of Chairman Mao's thought and
discover which are correct and which are wrong. I
have made up my mind to do as Chairman Mao says
and make myself a staunch proletarian revolutionary
fighter.
Iune 1,

1964

I read the article "Serve the People" twice again
and feel that what Chairman IIao says is the absolute
truth- To die for the people is weightier than Mount
Tai; to live for the people, too, is weightier than Mount
Tai.

- and those
was a clash between my individual interests
of the collective, I a).ways used to think more of the
former than of the latter.
In his "In Memory of Norman Bethune" Chairrnan
Mao has said: "We must all learn the spirlt of absoh-rte
selfiessness from him. \Yith this spirit everyone can
be very' useful to the people." I'm resolved to read
these rvords of Chairr:'ran Mao's earnestly, over and
over again. I rvill take them as a mirror by which to
examine myself constantly, resolutely wipe out shameful indi.vidualism, arm myself rvith N{ao Tse-tung's
thought, hold ever higher the red banner of the revolution and be even firmer in my rer.olutionary stand,
going courageously forward as a vanguard of our
times.

September 25, 1965

" 'Struggle means happiness.' fn essence, this is
a question of a revolutionary outlook on life, a question of rvhether one does or does not dere to engage in
revolution. To engage in revolution means stmggle; to
be afraid of struggle necessarily rneans that one does
not dare to engage in revolution. To us proletarian
revolutionaries who have dedicated our all to the revolutionary cause of communism, can there be any
greater happiness than taking part in revolutionary
struggie?

Anyone engaged in revolution must have the spirit
of being ready to die for the people. I, too, have had
.this idea, but not too strongly. I shall bear in mind

what Chairman Mao
September

2,

says.
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I

have read the article "The Foolish Old Man Who
once. Each time
get new enlightenment from it and make fresh prog-

Eemoved the Mountains" more than

I

who are resolute fighters in building or defending
socialism. I also used to say that I would serve the
peopie wholeheartedly, but this subjective wish could
not stand the test of objective reality when there

ress. I feel that the Foolish Old Man, by removing
two great mountains, showed steadfast deterrrrination,
u'hereas I, whenever I encounter a small obstacle, stop
my advance and bow to difficulties. Thinking of the
Foolish Old Man redoubles my confidence and determination a hundredfold. In the spirit of the Foolish
Old Man I will overcome all obstacles in my road of
advance and be a man who dares to struggle and dares

"One must acquire the Marxist viewpoint that
'struggle rneans happiness' and hold firmly to that
belief, to steel oneself in struggle and remould one's
ideology and world outlook. When you are tempered
in struggle and learn to stand the storm and face the
world, you will feel the happiness inherent in struggle
and gradually establish the viewpoint that 'struggle
rneans happiness."'

To Serve the People of All Chino

ond

The Whole World
Ionuory 1,1964

to win.

I arn a young man and a people's fighter. I think
of all the oppressed people in places not yet liberated.
If one only thinks of one's own splendid days of youth

July 9, 1965

rvithout considering other people's youth ancl happiness,
one needs to caution oneself.

I

don't know how many times I've read the article
"Combat Liberalism." I've lost count. It has really
educated and helped me a great deal. This time, we
studied it collectively, and it reminded me of my past
individualism and I feel deepiy ashamed of myself.
In our revolutionary ranks, there are many people
like Lei Feng, Liao Chu-chiang, Hsu llsueh-hui . . .
38

I
it. I

am ready to give my ali when the Party needs
ask the Party to please believe me and test the
strength of my pledge!
One's finest wish is to link inseparably one's ou,n
ideals and aspirations with the destiny of our motherland, to merge them with the happiness of the people.
In that way one wiil airvays go forward !
Peking Reoieut, No.
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I shall do my utmcst to steel myself and beccme a
communist fighter and work for the success of the
cause

of

cominunism!

Moy 1964
Chairman Mao has said that we must emuiate the
revolutionary spirit of our revolutionary predecessors
who did not hesitate to let their heads be cut off or
shed their blood for the sake of the revolution.
Only a man who gives his all to the revolution
can be called a real man. Whether I can become such
a man or not has yet to be proved in practice. I truly
and deeply feel that "practice is the touchstone of
truth." I shall face the test cf practice.
Just wait and see. From now on, I'11 try my best
to do more meaningful things for the revolutionary
cause, to contribute my whole life to the revolutionary
struggle. Only so can I say tilhout any shame before
I die: "I have not v"'asted my -vouth."
I am determined to do mv best to defend our
motherland, to devote all my life to my mother
our
n-rotherland and the people. I shall continue to- hold
high the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought
and for ever march forward on the road of the revolution! I shall strive to be a real proletarian revolutionary fighter.

lune 15, 1964

I studied "Cast Away Illusions, Prepare for Struggle" today because I read in the papers one of the
Letters From the South entitled "We Will March Forrvard With the Revolution." It r,vas written by a south
Vietnamese girl named Hong, who had been tortured
by the U.S.-Ngo Dinh Diem clique, to her beloved sister named Tam. What made that girl so resolute and
strong? Why did the U.S.-Ngo Dinh Diem clique inflict
such cruel torture on this girl, and on her innocent
south Vietnamese eompatriots? It filied rne sith hate,
intense hate for the common enemy of the people of
the rvorld and I wanted to wipe out U.S. imperialism
at one blow and rescue all suffering fathers, brothers
and sisters.

also made me think of the people in all the
places which are not yet liberated, and the cruel persecution they are suffering. From now on. I ',r.,i11 cast
off all illusions, and throw my youth into the cause of
mankind's liberation. A thousand *'ords cannot describe the surge of my blood!

It

December

2,

1964

Today I heard the new's that our great leader
Chairman I\Iao issued a statement expressing support
for the just struggle of the people of the Congo (Leopoldville). What an important event this is! How I
'w'ish I could go to the Congo (L) to help our brothers
there and fight alongside them to wipe out the aggressors, to drive U.S. imperialism out of the Congo (L).
This is the common sentiment of every fighter: once
the moiherland issues the order, we will set out immediately.
Se ptember 3A, 1966

<-4

November 9, '1965 (From

o letter to his teocher)

On the evening of the 6th I saw a highil, educatioirai film. The Younger Generation. I saw it to the
end with a rnind much moved. I was proud of Hsiao
Chi-yeh and Lin Lan in the film: they are young people who foliow the Party's teachings, closely link their
own destinies with those of the motheriand and the
people and take the Party's needs as their own aspilations and ideals. I liked these trvo 'r,ery much. They
have taught me an excellent political lesson.
We belong to the younger generation; we are
children of the revolution. Though u-e have nct personally made the 25,000-li Long March or experienced
the hardships of climbing snow-capped mountains,
crossing boggy rnarshes, cooking leather belts for food
or drinking melted snow, yet this fine trariition of
defying all difficulties, and of w-illingness to lead a
hard life has taken root and has germinated in our
younger generation. It is a legac;, which constantly
stimulates our vigorous revolutionary ieterrnination.
We must caruv forw-ard this tradition and hand it on.
Our generation is made up of nerv people nurtured by
the Party and Chairn-ran Mao. We are all successors
to the revolutionary cau.se. We alI possess the revolutionary fighting spirit of hard work and self-reliance.
With this fighting spirit we shall certainly be able to
remove the great mountain of "poverty and blankness"
in the shortest time and make sure that a prosperous
socialist motherland stands high in the East for et'er'
Deeember 6,1965
Today I read the article "Heart anii Soul for the
Revolution." It is aboui the squad leader of the Filst
Engineering Compan5 of an armoured unit under the
Tsinan Cor.-rnand s-ho gar-e up his iiie to save ts'ell'e
conrades. Wang Chieh's <ieati is truly s'eightier than
Llount Tai. I get an even greater education from his

Ciary. To be more useful to the revolution, I must
learn from Comrade Wang Chieh in:
1. taking revolutionary theory to guide my
actions;

2.

taking revolutionary heroes as models to learn

from;

3. treating u,ork in a revolutionary spirit;
4. treating comrades with a revolutionary attitude;
5. handting personal problems with revolutionary principle.

I must adhere to these five points. Revolution is
not a job for a day or two, but a job for always. Revolution is happiness; personal happiness is found in
revolution. I'm resolved to learn from Wang Chieh
and Lei Feng . . to study Chairman Mao's rn'orks as
hard as I can and remould my ideology still better,
take over the guns that Lei Feng and Wang Chieh bore
and carry the revolution through to the end. I will
take over their unfinished diaries and continue to rvi:ite
in them, and fight for the cause of communism all my
Iife.
JY
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